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mil AUGUST 1884.

Mr. Brand, advocate, moved that Mr. John Cowan of Beeslack
take the chair.

Mr. Cowan said :—Brother Electors, my Lords, Ladies, and Gentle-
men,—We are met to accord a hearty welcome to the Eight Hon. Mr.
Gladstone, member for Midlothian. We were so bold, five years ago,
as to solicit the greatest ornament of the House of Commons—the
greatest statesman of the day-=—to be our candidate for the representa-
tion of the county

;
and we may perhaps look back upon that period

with some surprise that we aspired so high. But I maintain that in
Scotland our attachment to Liberal principles, and our attachment

—

our unwavering attachment—to the Liberal party, was a sufficient

justification in aspiring to have Mr. Gladstone as our member. You
all know the excellent qualities, the talents, the powers that charac-
terize Mr. Gladstone. I think with the high principle which actuates
our member whereby he is willing to sacrifice himself in the cause of
duty, and even to suffer the loss of reputation, if that were necessary,
for the accomplishment of that end,—I think we have in him a wonder-
ful exhibition of all that is true, and able, and perfect

j
and I do not

Avonder that in the Scottish nation Mr. Gladstone lives in the hearts
and affections of the people. Without further preface I invite our
member to address this assemblage.

Mr. Gladstone said :—Mr. Chairman, my Lords, Ladies, and
Gentlemen,—Nearly five years, as the chairman has reminded you,
have elapsed since you were pleased to invite me to enter into political

relations with the county of Midlothian, and four and a half years
have passed since I have had the honour of addressing you in
relation to the duties you were pleased to confide to my hands.
You are aAvare that the length of that interval has not been due
to any want of will on my part to meet you, but that a temporary
failure of strength, from which I soon and happily recovered, alone
prevented the fulfilment of an engagement to Avhich I had looked
forward with eagerness, and in that sense Avith anxiety. I Avill not
noAv say more of that spirit-stirring period, than that I hope you
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have not repented of what you said and what you did at that

time; and if that be the case with regard to your acts and words,

I can assure you that I have not repented of mine. N^^v that I

have com 3 amongst you I am somewhat abashed at the amount of

duty which I ought to perform, and which, I am well aware, I

can only iccomplish in a most inadequate manner, and that through

your unbounded indulgence. I ought undoubtedly to enter into

what I may call the rendering of my account
;
and if in \ ague words,

and alwa 's avoiding verifying particulars, our opponents have stated

that the ileclarations of the Midlothian campaign have been forgotten,

I would easily undertake to show—and perhaps before this \isit

concludes, I may be able to say something for the
_

purpose

of show ng—that they are still tre#h in my recollection, and

that I ] ecede from none of them. I ought also, if time per-

mitted,- and I will, as far as time may permit, though perhaps

not to-day,—make some remarks upon the present general con-

dition of public affairs. Thirdly, I ought^ to say something

that which is local and Scottish, and, as this must be biief and will

not inter; ere seriously with the main purpose I have for the moment

in view, .. will say a few words which are naturally uppermost in my

mind of gratitude to the people of this county lor the unbounded

confidence they have been pleased to repose in me, and for the

constant assurance of that confidence which has done so much to

support me during an arduous period of public affairs. I rejoice

to know that such as you were in 18 c 9 and 1880, when yc)u

did youi part, and perhaps something more than your part, in

leading t le mind of the country to the great consummation then

attained- -such as you were then, such you are now.
^

And theie

was one feature in that struggle—a feature which still continues

to subsisi
,
and which gave it an interest—a finishing interest, if not

a higher interest, than any other. It was that that election was,

above all things, a spontaneous election. It was not brought about

by any o /^ershadowing or domineering influence. It was not worked

by mach nery constructed from without. It was, and it has been

down to this day, as regards the maintenance of your political

condition, your own work—your own work in your county, your own

work in your parishes—the work of those conveners, who manfully

and inte ligently, in every parish, arrayed the Liberal forces, and

gave these trustworthy accounts, far superior to the reports of

purchased canvassers, which were so splendidly verified upon the

day of election. If that was the case in your parishes, the same

was the case at headquarters in Edinburgh, and I rejoice to take this

opportun .ty of rendering my thanks—I might almost make myself

your organ and render likewise your acknowledgments—to those

central o; ganisers in this town, who brought to a head the work that

was done in every parish of the county, and who have spared no

pains, no sacrifices of time and labour, for the purpose of giving full

I

r
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effect to what they believed to be your conscientious and intelligent
convictions.

SCOTTISH AFFAIRS.

Well, gentlemen, one word upon Scottish affairs. I regret to
think that Scottish affairs have suffered, along with English, Irish,

and Imperial affairs, from tlie recent unadvised and unhappy action
of one branch of the Legislature. But for that unhappy action I have
no doubt there would hav^e been consummated at this time a work the
origin of which is due to my distinguished host, who occupiee a
position among j'ou that it would be impertinence in me to describe.
I will only say of him that he is a man vvdiose patriotism, whose
Scottish patriotism, is equal—and it could not be more than equal

—

to his ability and to his eloquence. Thanks to the exertions of
Lord Rosebery, in leading those who desired to make known your
wislies to the Government, the Bill for improving the Local
Government of Scotland had reached a point at which its success
was a moral certainty, and at which the delay vvdiich has
unhappily intervened can only be ascribed— along, I am sorry
to say, with mucli other political loss and mischief—to the unfor-
tunate proceedings on which I shall have further occasion to
comment.

THE CROFTER QUESTION.

There is another question on which I will not say more than
one word, but it is a Scottish question which I do not wish wholly
to pass over in silence on the first occasion of my speaking in Scotland,
although those who are immediately interested in it are, probably,
none of them to be found within this great hall. I speak of the case
of the crofters of the north, but I speak of it only to this extent

—

for we have other work to do—that I assure you it is the deep con-
viction of the Government that, when they can find the time and the
opportunity, it will be their duty to give their most serious and
sympathetic attention to the question, which has been brought before
them in a manner so lucid by the labours of the Commission over
which Lord Napier presided, so much to his honour and with such
great ability.

1

THE IMMEDIATE ISSUE.

But, gentlemen, the purpose for which I have come here is apart
for the moment from those matters. I will not say it is disconnected
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with tliem, for, after all, the extension and. invigoration of oiir

(ilectoral system is the true way of making effectual })rovision for the

progress of every Liberal and every patriotic interest in the years of

the future. And besides all these subjects there is another upon

which ] must endeavour to find the opportunity of saying some

few woi :1s
;
for although the country has, with marvellous intelligence,^

applied itself to comprehend the state of things within the walls ot

the Hoi se of Commons, yet I am sure it must continue to be my duty,^

and the duty of otliers who are personally cognisant of the_ state of

atiairs i i that House, to draw your attention again and again to the

defecthe inward organisation of that House of Parliament, which

blocks )ur business, which stops the expression of opinion, which

arresLS -he progress of legislation, and which has risen to be of such

importfiice as a political question that there is hardly any other

subject which can be compared with it in the injurious effects that

the prtsent state of things produces upon our country. But, for

to-day, let me endeavour to set as fully, as clearly at any rate, before

you as . can what I think to be the immediate issue.

THE FRANCHISE BILL.

Whaj is the purpose with which I have come among you—I mean

the spe lial }>urpose, apart from my general duty to render an account

to you of the course I have pursued as your representative % It is to

pronioti, by every legitimate means in my power, the speedy passing

of the Franchise Bill. Considering the interests that are arrayed

against it, considering the indirect form in which opposition to it is

pursued, considering tlie magnitude of the subject in itself, I feel that

it is ir itself enough for the declarations I have to make to you.

Undou itedly, the unfortunate rejection of that Bill—gentlemen, I

call it ] ejection—if the word were cavilled at I should say, ‘Very well,

we will only call it the “effectual stoppage ” of the Bill,’ but there is no

doubt :hat that is a moderate, literal, and warrantable description of

what h IS taken place—but the ‘rejection ’ of that Bill, which, after all,

is the s implest and best phrase to use, has already drawn in its train

other c uestions of the gravest kind, and has suggested to the minds of

a vast lortion of the people the inquir}", whether the time has come

when i i will be necessary to study the means of introducing an organic

change into the constitution of the House of Lords. Now, gentlemen,

into that question it is not my intention on this occasion to enter.

The controvers}^ now before us with regard to the Franchise Bill is

sufficie itly weighty, and the field sufficiently wide. Should the

passing of that measure be delayed, I have no doubt that the field of

that cc ntroversy will become wider still. But my duty as a Minister

of the Crown—speaking for myself, and I believe expressing with

toleratle fidelity the opinions of my colleagues—my duty as a
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Minister of the Crown is not to look into the far future while the
work of the day demands every energy, and more than every energy,
that^ Ave possess. What Ave Avant is a national expression of
opinion in the constitutional modes familiar to this country upon
this great c^uestion—Avhether tAvo millions of your felloAv-subjects are
to be admitted to a share in political and Parliamentary ].OAA’er.

lhat is enough for me to put before you. Others are more free to
enter into Avhat may or may not happen in the ulterior stages of this
great conflict. But for my part I seek to avoid them. It may lie the
timidity of age—it may be the indolence from Avhich none of us are
altogether free,—but I own to you, gentlemen, that I look Avith
reluctance to entering upon questions of organic change in the
constitution of this coimtiqq unless and until the moment comes
Avhen I can no longer deny their necessity. I believe that the House
of .Lords has not yet placed itself in a position of irretrieA'able

error, .1 believe it is possible it may go back, and may go back
Avith dignity and Avith honour. If it does so, I lor my part shall
rejoice in our ha\dng been enabled to attain an enormous national
adA-antage Avithout the prolonged and almost inextricable conflict
AV'hich AAmuld necessarily beset and encumber the Avhole question of
the franchise, if that great controversy came to be mixed up as to
its practical issues Avith another controversy perhaps greater still,

or at any rate more difficult. As ja Minister of the CroAvn my
duty is to look to the question of the day. The question of the
day, such as it is noAV before me, is, God knoAvs, enough for me, and
it is that upon Avhich I Avish to bring home to you the propositions
I Avould lay before you.

THE FACTS ABOUT THE BILL.

Let us see, first of all, Avhat is the state of facts before us ? The
state of

^

facts before us is this. A majority, AAdiich I may call

a majority of 130, in the Representative House passed the Fran-
chise Bill

;
and, on the third reading of the Bill, eAudently appre-

liensive lest the majority of 130 should be seriously increased, the
opponents of the Bill disappeared from the House of Commons Avith
the exception of tAvo gentlemen, aaLo, by an effort of superhuman
courage when the question of the third reading Avas put from the
chair, gave utterance to the Avord ‘ No,’ but, unfortunately, gave
utterance to it in such a manner that it Avas totally inaudible to the
Speaker, and the consequence aa^s that the Franchise Bill stands
recorded—for he aaLo does not speak audibly does not speak at
all—stands recorded in our journals as having been passed ?iemine
contradicente— Avitli a unanimous A^erdict of the House. Well,
gentlemen, this being so, the Franchise Bill Avent to the House of
Lords

j and there a majority, which may be called either 59 or 50
as you think fit (for there were tAvo divisions nearly equiA'alent to
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one caiDthcr), did pnt wliat I call mildly an cfTectiial stoppage on

the Bil
,
or, in other ^vords, did practically reject the Bill.

CONTENTIONS OF THE GOVERNMENT.

That is the state of the facts. We have got into a great crisis.

I will t ly to show you by and by with what perseverance the Govern-
ment lave endeavoured to avoid that crisis

;
but we have got

into a ^reat crisis, and the question now is—Who is right and who
is wror g ? AVhat are our contentions, and what are the contentions

of our opponents ? Our contentions are these. In the first place,

we say that this Bill ought to be passed, because the extension
' of the franchise with redistribution or without redistribution is a

!
good ii itself. We have no doubt that with redistribution it will be
made a much greater good

;
but we hold that it is a good in itself.

,

In the second place, we hold—perhaps I might say generally, but it

is not necessary to generalize—that at any rate in such a case as this,

j

it is ph in that, in a representative country, when issue has been deliber-

ately j( ined, the representative chamber ought to prevail, and must
prevail In the third place, we contend, and I think I will prove it to

you wi h an almost mathematical rigour—we contend that the con-

dition ’ v'hich our opponents attach to the passing of the Bill, namely,
that with it shall be joined a Bill for redistribution of seats, is a con-

dition which would place the whole subject at the absolute mercy
I of the minority in the House of Commons. I go a little further,

and I do not hesitate to say that those who are opposing us, and
1 makiiu use of this topic of redistribution as a means for defeating the

Franchise Bill, know as well as we do that, had we been such idiots

and such dolts as to present to Parliament a Bill for the combined

i,
])urpose, or (to do what is exactly the same thing) to bring in two
Bills f( r the two purposes, and to work them together, as one measure

i —they know as well as we do that a disgraceful failure would have
' been t le result of our folly, and that we should, with the know-

[
ledge ve possessed, have been traitors to you, and traitors to the

!
cause ve had in hand. That is our contention, and what is their

I ^
•

I conten .ion i

CONTENTIONS OP THE OPPOSITION.
•

AVel
,
their contention is, in the first place, that we ought to com-

bine tl ese two Bills. That I will presently consider. In the second

place, f ome distinguished members of the House of Lords have been,

as I think, rash enough to set up the doctrine that the House of

Lords is a representative assembly. In the third place, they say

they a] e not willing to yield to the House of Commons, but they are
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perfectly willing to yield to the people; and, in the fourth place,
they say they are eminently justified in making these reserv’'es,

because the subject before them is, as Lord Salisbuiy has phrased it,

a revision of the Constitution. Xow, I will consider the matter
upon the contentions of our opponents, and I will begin with the last

contention first.

FRANCHISE BILL NO REVISION OF THE
CONSTITUTION.

Is it true that this measure we have introduced is a revision of the
Constitution ? It is no revision of the Constitution. It improves,
enlarges, strengthens the constituency of the House of Commons. It
alters none of the powers of that House. It alters none of the powers
of the House of Lords. But does it, in dealing with the constituency,
introduce novel principles 1 No, gentlemen

;
nothing of the kind

;

and I now beg you to observe, as I briefly recite to you the points,
with what care and with what patience—I might say, perhaps, with
what self-denial—we have endeavoured to take out of the mouths of
our opponents every pretext for bringing about a political crisis, and
to make it plain to the meanest understanding that they ought, for
their own interests, as well as for the interests of the country, to
pass the Bill that is before them. A revision of the Constitution
is a measure that alters the relations, and alters the powers and
rights of the different orders of the State, and of the bodies through
which the self-governing energy of the nation takes effect in law and
in acts of government. We have changed nothing of the kind. We
have introduced no new principle into the constituency. We have
done nothing but extend to the counties the very principle which the
Tories themselves first announced for the towns. There was some
risk perhaps—at any rate, there was some uncertainty—when the
borough franchise was extended. There was the possibility that
great changes of tone and temper might be introduced when the large
masses of people inhabiting the towns, connected with the labouring
class, and inhabiting houses even of the lowest order, were added to
the voting power—there might have been some pretext for fear

;
but

the House of Lords, without apprehension, passed that Bill, for they
received it from the hands of a Tory Government.
And now, what have we done as regards the aims of our measure 1—

I speak of England and Scotland—because with respect to Ireland our
opponents do not venture to contest the justice of it, and really have
receded from the field. I speak of England and Scotland, and I say
this, that the bulk and main aim of our measure is simply to apply
in the counties the very principle that they themselves proclaimed
for the towns. Now is it within the compass of human hardi-
hood to say that the same class which has in the towns exercised
the suffrage with unquestionable benefit to the country is less com-
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petem to exercise it because the people dwell in the counties 1 It is

absurd. There is no doubt that this measure is a large measure,
becam e it covers a wide field and affects vast multitudes of our
fellow citizens. On principle, I won’t say it is a small measure,
but I say this, that, as to its main enactment, it has not in the
slight jst degree the character of innovation, and it is ridiculous to
justify the action of the Lords on the plea that this is a revision of
the C )iistitution, when, in point of fact, the jturpose of the Bill is

simpl; ' to apply to one portion of the populatioji equally competent

—

undoibtedly in no respect inferior—that which has already been
enjoyed, not only w'ith satisfaction to themselves but with advantage
to tli3 State, by another portion of the population corresponding
in stj tus, and to a very great extent in pursuit, but living in the
towns

,
whereas those now to be enfranchised live in the country. There-

fore, gentlemen, in its first aspect, and with regard to what I admit—aye, and claim—to be a vast enfranchisement, never was so large a
Bill s ibmitted to Parliament wdiich was, if I may so say, so innocent
in poi nt of principle, for it raised no new questions

;
and if one set of

politicians were more bound than another to have welcomed that Bill

and
1 assed it, it was the Tory party, who claim it as their greatest

honoi r that tliey first proposed a Bill for household suffrage in the
towns

.

CC'NCILIATOEY ACTION OF THE GOVERNMENT.

(1)

Service Franchise.

Bu
;,
gentlemen, now see what we have done. I admit that we

made an addition to the household franchise. We introduced into
the I ill what is called the service franchise. jSTow, was it possible
for u ; to take a measure more evidently bearing on its front the
charader of conciliation to the Tory party? It is under that
servic e franchise that gardeners, gamekeepers, and sub - agents,
and t lie immediate dependents of the gentry throughout the country
will 1 te admitted to the franchise. They were not householders in
the e^e of the law. Speaking generally, they hold their houses in

connection with their offices. We might have made that an excuse.
Wo might have said—These people are not independent enough, and
we w )ii’t give them the franchise ; but, wishing as we did to disarm
the ei lemy, wishing as we did to compel the 0])position to agree with
us for once, wishing as we did to lift this great question of the
franchise out of the sphere of party dissension altogether, and to
hold i t high as a great national blessing to be conferred on the nation
by tl e united action of Parliament, we did not scruple to make
specif 1 provisions for the purpose of enfranchising even the very men
with 'egard to whom we were most certain that they were likely to
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1

be influenced in elections by the wishes of the gentry; and which way
the wishes of the gentiy lean, it needs not me to say.

(2)

Ancient Rights Franchise.

Jlist ill the same way, gentlemen, we considered v.diat is called in

England the Ancient Bights Franchise. There are, as you know,
in a number of towns bodies of freemen. I ivill not say anything
about these bodies, except that unquestionably their existence as a
privileged class has been, upon the whole, and from the nature of the
case, favourable to Toryism. Nevertheless, still acting on the principle

of conciliation, we left them completely alone.

(3)

Property Franchise.

Well, gentlemen, you know there are,—and you have had almost
better reason than anybody else to know it,—you know that there are
property franchises apart from the household franchises. Un-
doubtedly we took the opportunitj^ while wo were dealing with
the subject, to put a stop, as far as we could, to one of the grossest
and most monstrous abuses ever practised in a free country l:»y the
manufacture of faggot votes. You also know that Avhat is called

the Advanced Liberal party,—the Radical party properly so called,

—

view with very great jealousy those property franchises. They held
the ‘ one man one vote ’ principle. 1 don’t know that there are not
colleagues of mine—several colleagues of mine—who lean a good deal
to that principle. (Laughter.) Yes, and some whom perhaps you would
not suspect. Notwdthstanding that, so determined were v-e to cast

aside everything like party predilection on our own part in framing
the provisions of our Bill, that we retained in the lump the whole of

those property franchises
;
and thereby, I should have thought, upon

the principles almost of decency that regulates intercourse between man
and man, we established some claim to the goodwill of our opponents
and to their cheerful acquiescence in the measure. I must, in
passing, do an act of justice to the Radicals. I assure you, that
when I proposed that Bill in the House of Commons, and when, point
after point, I gave the House to understand how, in everything, we
had gone to the extreme of consideration for our opponents, and how
we had avoided—except, perhaps, in the single instance of the
stopping of faggot votes—everything that might be supposed to have
special attractions for our friends—I was amazed at, but I was
grateful for, the generous manner in which the advanced j^ortion of
the Liberal party received the Bill. Tiiey did not look at the
specialities of their own opinions. They looked at the great measure
of enfranchisement

; they hailed it with enthusiasm, and they have
adhered to it with fidelity

;
and every class and section of the party

has worked as one man in carrying forward a gr<?at cause to a great
consummation.
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(4)

Registration.

I do not tliink I have even done yet. Other changes ought to be
introdi ced into our law. The length of time required as a condition

the 1 welve months required as a condition before registration—is

certain y too long. There is no doubt about it. We were very much
dispose d to shorten that period

j
but, again wishing to secure the great

oiqect- -wishing to disarm opposition by ever}' honest means—we
passed aver that subject lest w'e should excite timid minds, and furnish
an excuse to our op

2)onents.

(5)

Operation of Bill.

Then, gentlemen, they were extremely anxious that the Bill
should not be allow^ed to take effect on the day of its passing; and,
in ord 3r to secure that—in order to make it certain that time
would be allowed to consider the question of redistribution before
a general election arrived—they desired that a date should be
inserted in the Bill. Again, w'e met them as wtII as we could—

I

mean those of them w'ho asked for a date. I don't say they all
asked or it, for they asked for a good deal more, some of them,
luithe.

,
instead of allow^ing—w^hich the Bill as it was introduced

would have brought about—instead of allowing the Bill to take
effect he moment of passing, w^e agreed that it should take no
practical effect until the year 188G, so that the year 1885 mifdit bo
devotee, to the subject of redistribution.

°

(6)

Principles of Redistribution.

AVell, gentlemen, as they were very much alarmed about redistri-
bution, I undertook, with the sanction of my colleagues, to sketch
out to them the general principles upon which our redistribution
w ould

^

be
^

based. I told them that it must be an extensive
redistribution; I stated the general rules, and those general rules
have bt en restated, or adhesion to them has been expressed, by my
colleagues from time to time in debate; and they have not denknl
that tley are framed in_a considerate spirit, that they do not go
to exti 3ines, that tney aim at the avoidance of any unnecessary
change, and, in fact, as was said by Mr. Goschen, a most honour-
able 01 ponent of the Bill, that they w*ere framtjd in a conservative
spirit.

FURTHER CONCESSIONS.

Xow^ gentlemen, I ask, after that, is it not true, and have
we nol a right to say, that we have done much to invite those
who aie now ohering to us a perverse opposition, to lay aside
their i.rejudices, to get over the aversion Avhich I admit the
Toiy, liecause he is a Tory, whatever he may say, k inclined to.
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feel for extension of the franchise, and to join us in accepting

what they themselves know to be inevitable—in accepting it udth

a good grace, in accepting it by a combination of parties, and

])Utting themselves in a condition to go to the country and sa}',

‘Let no man say we are opponents to reform—we have joined wdth

the Government in making this great extension of the Parliamentary

franchise’'? Well, gentlemen, Ave pledged ourselves over head and

ears that if they w'ould pa.ss this Franchise Bill wm would under-

take, so far as depended upon us, to devote next year to the con-

sideration of the redistribution of seats. And then, because even

that wuas thought not to be enough, it appeared to us that we might

go a step further, and that w’e might say^—^We will ask the two

Houses to join together in solemn resolutions binding the Govern-

ment to proceed with redistribution next year, and stating that they

had accepted the franchise in reliance upon the pledge of the Govern-

ment to allow them to deal wdth redistribution.

LORD COWPERS PROPOSAL.

This is a catalogue of concessions, w’earisonie from its length, but

we believed it to be wise. We had some hope that it might avert

the constitutional conflict in which we now find ourselves involved ;

and we had a perfect certainty that if, unhappily, we came to be

engaged in a conflict, at least there could be no doubt who were

the parties responsible for bringing about the mischiefs with which

it must be attended. A nobleman, Avell known, as a faithful

adherent of Liberal principles, has not been able to restrain the gush

of his political philanthropy,—I mean Lord Cowper,—and he has

proposed that we should yet go a step further, and that we should

consent to lay a Redistribution Bill upon the table of the House of

Commons, provided it is understood that upon becoming acquainted

with our viev'S in that formal manner, the House of Lords will pro-

ceed to pass the Franchise Bill—that upon our introduction of a

Redistribution Bill the Franchise Bill would be passed. But, unfor-

tunately, Lord Cowper has not been able to inform us that the Tories

are ready to enter into that bargain. I do not know whether the

Liberals would be ready to enter into it
;
but, at any rate, you will

excuse me for saying that, in the view of most moderate men, it

would be at least premature on my part to consider it, until I was

made aware that some large section, at any rate, of the Tory party—
a considerable share of the majority Avhich has destroyed our Bill in

the House of Lords—Avas ready to accept that method, as a sort of

satisfaction to its honour, of escaping from the dilemma in AA'hich, I

am persuaded, many reasonable peers of the majority find and feel

themselves to be jdaced. Gentlemen, I think I need not detain you

further upon that subject. It is clear enough that Ave ha\^e in some
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submission of those members of the constituency who place them-
selves under its action. Well, how have we gone on since the lieform
Act, and how far is it true that the House of Lords is a representative

assembly 1 What is often said, and said by clever men, in the House
of Lords is this—that its purpose is to represent not the fleeting

opinions of the people, not the passion of the moment, but the
permanent, solid convictions of the people.

ITS SYMPATHIES WITH PARLIAMENT.

With regard to the fleeting opinions of the people, the most
remarkable case that I know of fleeting opinion was the passing of

the Ecclesiastical Titles Act in 1851, when there was a very strong
national feeling in England and in Scotland in favour of a measure
which was afterwards found totally unworkable, and was repealed mth
unanimous consent. But did the House of Lords resist that fleeting

opinion ? On the contrary, a very stiff ojDposition was offered to the
Bill in the House of Commons, which is such a mirror of fleeting

opinion and transitory feeling; but the House of Lords accepted that
measure with open arms. But how is it with regard to the solid and
permanent opinion of the nation 1 Why, gentlemen, it stands thus

—

We have had twelve Parliaments since the Reform Act— I have a
right to say so, as I have sat in every one of them—and the opinion
—the national opinion—has been exhibited in the following manner.
Ten of those Parliaments have had a Liberal majority. The eleventh
Parliament was the one that sat from 1841 to 1847. It was elected

as a Tory Parliament, but in 1846 it put out the Conservative
Government of Sir Robert Peel, and put in and supported till its

dissolution the Liberal Government of Lord John Russell. That is

the eleventh Parliament. But then there is the twelfth Parliament,
and that is the one that you and I, gentlemen, know a good deal
about, for we talked largely on the subject of its merits or demerits,
Avhichever they may be, at the time of the last election. That
Parliament was, I admit, a Tory Parliament from the beginning to

the end. But I want to know, looking back for a period of more
than fifty years, which represented the solid permanent conviction
of the nation ?—the ten Parliaments that were elected upon ten
out of the twelve dissolutions, or the one Parliament that chanced to
be elected from the disorganised state of the Liberal party in the
early part of the year 1874? Well, here are ten Parliaments on the
one side, here is one Parliament on the other side. With which of

these parties is it—the right hand or the left—that the House of
Lords was in sympathy? The House of Lords was in sympathy
with the one Parliament, and was in opposition as regards the
majority of that assembly—on which I have a word to say—to
the ten Parliaments. And yet you are told, when—we will say

)
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for fo^ty-five years out of fifty-practically the nation has manifested

'll tendencies by the election of Liberal Parliaments, and once
^ thoroughly Tory Parliament,—you

thoroughly Tory Parliament that represents the
solid ind permanent opinion of the country

DISlINCTION BETWEEN MAJORITY AND MINORITY.
No

y,
gentlemen, I have been speaking of the House of Lords, but

1 mm t draw a distinction. When I speak of the House of Lords,
1 so s leak lor brevity, and because tlie voices of the maiority govern
and cj .rry with them the authoritative action of the Plouse :"but I
thankful y remember that the majority of the House of Lords is not
the whole House of Lords,—that in the House of Lords you havew la s certainly a minority, but what is no inconsiderable minority
01

^

er in numbers or in talents, or in rejiresenting the ancient
anstoiracy of the country, or in sympathy with the people of the
coiin ly And, gentlemen, if I am right in drawing that distinction
anc 11 . egging j^ou to remember what a mass of sound popular
opinio 1 and popular sympathy exists in the House of Lords—if it
IS ijg t geneially, above all it is right in Scotland, because in Scot-
anc jou are happy m the possession of a large number of peers who,
upon ( very ground that can entitle men to honour, and^'especially

ground I have last spoken of—namely, their sympathy
with the national heart and feeling—are an honour to that House,

Ent’har d
^ altogether easy to match in any part of

REVI 3W OF THE ACTION OP THE HOUSE OF LORDS.
I go on to speak of the corporate action of the House of Lords,and i want to show you by a few instances, how unfortunately

It has worked. I he conclusion I shall found upon this is a very
moderate conclusion and I go no further than this—that theHouse If Lords ought to be content with the power it possesses

;ouj^ht ,0 be content with the impunity with which that power hasbeen e. lercised, and not to challenge the nation upon a question like
theextinsion of the franchise, and ought not to push its opinions

gentlemen-so far as, with every

^ if
I able to form a judgment-I cannot

W -1

action of the majority of the House of Lords
li s for die last fifty years been a benefit or a blessing to the country.

IRISH MUNICIPAL REFORM.
Now, I will give you a few instances. There was the question of

municip \[ reform in Ireland. You know the value we all set upon
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municipal institutions,—the means of carrying on local self-^overn-
ment, and to a great extent the seed plot in wdiich and upon wdiich
habits of political thought and political capacity are formed through-
out the country. Well, nothing could be more desirable than%o
create that kind of self-government in Ireland, because in Ireland
centralisation of the Government,—now perhaps, as I hope, a good deal,
in some respects, diminished, though not yet sufficiently diminished,

was one of the great blots on the country. Immediately after
the first Reform Bill it w'as proposed to grant municipal reform
to Ireland, but it was opposed by the majority of the House of Lords
It was proposed in 1835, in 1836, in 1837, in 1838, and in 1839
It was passed by the House of Commons, I think, in all those years,
certainly in nearly all those years, and was rejected by the House of
Lords. In the year 1840, at last, it was passed, but j^assed in a
mutilated form jiassed, for instance, with a higher franchise, differ-
ing from the franchise in Englainl, so that the brand might still be
left upon the country.

IRISH LAND QUESTION.

^

I will take the great question of Irish land, which has occu-

^

pied, as you well know, no small portion of the time and thou'dits
ot the Governnient since I last had the honour of addressing
you. The question of Irish land was one on which an enlightened
Conservative Government forty years ago perceived the necessity

• making great changes, and it was hoped that as a Conservative
Government it might, perhaps, persuade the majority of the House
of Lords to listen to its voice. In the year 1845 Lord Derby,
the father of the present Lord Derby, being then a member of
^e Government of Ibir Robert Peel, introduced a most important

ill into the House of Lords for the purpose of giving compen-
sation to Irish tenants for their improvements. And It is per-
fectly possible that, if, at that early date, that mild and moderate
measure had been passed, we to this hour never should have heard
a word of the land question in Ireland. But wdiat happened 1

(
Althoiigli Lord Derby Lord Stanley lie was then—spoke on the
part of a Conservative Government, proprietary influences and class
influences in the House of Lords were too strong for him, and he
was compelled—most reluctantly compelled—to withdraw his Bill

‘ bee the consequences that have flowed from that deplorable action.’

\w
influence should be a corrective influence.

Was that a corrective influence 1 Was that an influence for the pur-
pose of inoderating the action of a popular principle ? Ho, it w^as a
narrow view which declined and refused all just reforms, and the
relusal of which, so far from leading to moderation, has led to the
necessity for the adoption of vast changes in Ireland, wffiich, naturally

1
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aie the causes of great complaint to the same class of persons who
applauded the rejection of Lord Derby’s efforts in 1845.

C OMPENSATION FOE DISTURBANCE IN IRELAND.

p the same way, gentlemen, in 1880 we passed through the House
of ( ommons a Bill granting compensation for disturbance in Ireland,
whidij I believe, would have effectually checked and moderated the
ti ei leiidous disturbances and convulsions of that country that
si)C( dily followed. That Bill, unfortunately, was lost in the House
ot I ords.

JEWISH DISABILITIES BILL.

T ike the case of the Jewish Disabilities Bill. For a long time the
peojile of Scotland have been convinced—attached as they are to
thei ’ own religion—they Inwe been convinced that civil disabilities
ought not to attach to religious opinions. Well, the Jewish dis-
abilities were proposed to be removed by Bills that passed the House
of_C ommons in 1833, 1834, 1848, 1851, 1853, and 1857. Now,
thin c ol the time spent ujion this subject, jind uselessly spent. In
ever ^ one of those cases the Bill was sent to the House of Lords

;
in

ever^ one of them it was rejected
; and it ii'as not until 1858 that

this Bill passed in the House of Lords.

BALLOT BILL.

I give you the case of the Ballot Bill, gentlemen. In 1871
'vve spent no less than twenty-five nights in considering the
Lalh't Bill. We had had a great deal of very hard work to do,
and it was sent to the House of Lords. It reached the House of
Lord 3 on August the 6th. The House of Lords voted that it was
quit! impossible for them, at such a late period of the year, of
coim e, owing to exhaustion from previous labours of the session,
that it was quite impossible for them to deal with the Bill

;
and they

threi T out the Bill because it was too late, and we had 'to do the
whob work over again in the session of 1872. Now, the destruction
of p iblic time is the destruction of one of the most valuable
coniE lodities that is possessed by the nation.

PAPER DUTY.

I vill take one more instance in which I was myself much
interested. It was the repeal of the paper duty in 1860. In 1860
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the House of Commons passed a Bill for the repeal of the paper duty
•—that is to say, to repeal a tax upon the people. It is the business
of the House of Commons, no doubt, to look after the finance of the
country. The House of Lords thought the House of Commons very
imprudent in repealing this tax, and consequently they took upon
themselves to throw out the Bill and to retain the tax. Gentlemen,
it is a very great strain upon the principles of our Constitution to
say that the laiv for imposing a tax, which law has been repealed by
the House of Commons, is to be kept alive by the authority of tlui
chamber which is not the taxing assembly. But what happened ?

In 1861 the House of Commons determined that it would not again
tiy the patience of the Lords. Their practice had been to send up
separately, in the extreme generosity of their confidence—to send uj)
separately their financial proposals. They knew perfectly well that
if they combined them in one financial Bill the Lords could not reject
them. The repeal of the paper duty was conjoined with the rest of
the financial arrangements for the year, and the consequence was
that it passed the House of Lords as a matter of course. But
there were two other consequences. First, the trade in paper
iv’as enorniously extended; it has given scope and stimulus t(j

invention in a hundred forms
;
and some of you have very likely

seen^ very interesting ones amongst those forms in the Forestry
Exhibition, which now supplies so much that is interesting to your
visitors. And there was another result which was this, that
the House of Lords was virtually, by that act, excluded from
all financial influence whatever, and there never, since 1861, has
been a serious financial debate in the House of Lords. Such Avas the
consequence of their unwisely challenging a conflict with the
representative assembly.

THE HOUSE OF LORDS MUST YIELD.

^

Well now, I think that I have shown that it is unwise, and that
it is unwarrantable to set up as a reason why the House of Lords
may refuse the Franchise Bill—it is unwise and unwarrantable
to set up the doctrine that it is an assembly representative of the
people of this country. I do not found upon these facts any extreme
conclusion. I go no further than this. I say my inference is, that in
a case of this kind they ought not to persist. Both Houses have
spoken. The House of Commons—which, after all, must necessarily
bo the stronger House has also spoken by a much larger majority
and the most decisive declaration. They will be asked to speak
again. If the House of Commons again makes the same representa-
tion to the House of Lords, what I say, gentlemen, is this—the more
you examine the history of this country, the more you consider the
nature of the case, the more profoundly you will be convinced, and
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the nore profoundly, I believe, every judicious friend of the House
of L^rds will be convinced, that, under these circumstances, it ought
not to prolong its resistance to the wish and the conclusion of the
Hou; ;e of Commons.

TH 3 HOUSE OF LORDS HAS NO RIGHT TO FIX THE
TIME FOR DISSOLUTION.

Tiicre is another point upon which I will not endeavour to
tone i to-day, which is the allegation that the House of Lords is

not ^ rilling to give way to the House of Commoiis, but it is willing
to g ve way to the people. Perhaps I may be able to refer to
that matter more at length upon another day. But I will venture
to sny this : the doctrine that it is the function of the House of Lords
to pjint out the time of dissolution, and to determine when the
coun:ry is to be referred to, is a doctrine which has no place whatever
in 01 r history or our Constitution. To tamper with that doctrine, to
give it the smallest countenance, to admit one jot or tittle of it, would,
in iry opinion, be treason to British liberty; and I tell you fairly,

I wc uld far rather abandon my share in the Franchise Bill, and
that Avhich would go with it, my share in political life, than for
one noment cease to raise the loudest protest in my power against
the introduction of this, the grossest innovation which, either in a
reforned Peyliament or in an unreformed Parliament, was ever heard
of, by a majority of the House of Lords.

PROPOSAL TO JOIN FRANCHISE AND
REDISTRIBUTION.

I must— although the time is passing fast— I must still

speal; to you on one point, and that is the joining of a Franchise
Bill vith redistribution, because that is always represented to
you {,s the moderate and easy condition upon which Lord Salisbury
assures us that the House of Lords is prepared to pass the Franchise
Bill. They Avant what they call a complete measure. A Franchise
Bill ind a Bedistribution Bill joined into one are not a complete
meas ire. The subject of Parliamentary representation and the
reguUtion of the House of Commons is far too large ever to have been
inclu led in a complete measure that embraces the three kingdoms.
We .lave never had the three kingdoms dealt with before in one
meas ire. Suppose we had introduced a Bill for England only. Then,
sureL', the Scotch and Irish would have been far more justified in
askin g for a complete measure, and in saying to us, ‘ What is to
happi ;n if England is enfranchised, and Scotland and Ireland are left out
in the cold % ’ There is the question of the introduction of a measure
for Scotlau'l and Ireland

;
there is the question of the boundaries of
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boroughs; there is the question of the duration of Parliament, of secret

voting, of payment of members, of the right of special classes to vote,

of the oaths to be taken by members, of the decision of <lisputed

elections, of the property qualification, of members vacating their seats

on acceiiting office, of the repression of corrupt practices, of the registra-

tion of A'oters—all these things toucli vitally the constitution of the

House of Commons. But nobody has ever endeavoured to associate

them in Avhat is called a complete measure, because it is simply
impossible. What is true, gentlemen, is this—tliat redistribution was
associated with franchise in the Act of 18.32, and in a previous

attempt of Mr. Pitt. And why h Because at that time there Avere

multitudes of boroughs in the country sending members to Parliament,

some of them, in England, haAung no inhabitants, and the others—

I

may include all the Scottish burghs—having no constituencies, and
merely to have increased the franchise in England, Avdiere there Avere

multitudes of boroughs Avith scarcely any population, Avould have
been an absolute farce, and Avas totally out of the question. But
although it Avas necessary to join redistribution Avith the franchise, it

Avas difficult and dangerous
;
and I think that in that year the great

Act of 1832 took no less than thirty-five days in discussing redis-

tribution in Committee of the House of Commons. In 1867, it is

perfectly true redistribution AV'as joined with franchise
;
but that

Avas a nominal redistribution, and it AA'as a redistribution, such as

it Avas, Avhich Avas enlarged, and Avas helped on to the uttermost
by the Liberal Opposition. But Avhat happened in 1866 1 Lord
Bussell then had the direction of public affairs. He knew something
about Parliamentary reform

;
he kncAA” very Avell that if he joined

redistribution Avith franchise, it Aras only supplying to his opponents
the means of inflicting the severest and most certain defeat upon
him, and also on the measure

;
and the measure Avas defeated by

that very means. He knew it was hopeless to join the tAvo things.

The opponents took up that plausible pretext, and he joined franchise

and redistribution. The consequence Avas that the measure failed, and
the GoA^ernment—Avhich I do not complain of at all—the Government
went out of office. But Ave, having before us the recollection of 1866,
Avere not likely again to fall into the same trap. We kneAV that

this great anxiety for redistribution and for tacking it on to the
franchise had been effectually used in 1866 by gentlemen Avho

Avanted neither franchise nor redistribution. And Avhat, therefore,

did we do ? We brought in our Franchise Bill alone.

PARLIAMENTARY DIFFICULTIES.

And now I ask you to attend to two or three A ery simple features,

Avhich Avill shoAV you hoAV far it Avas AAdthin the limits of possibility

for us to carry a Bill joining together franchise and redistribution.
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!Min(
,

gentlemen, yon must carry this with yon. In the wliole
of discussions as regards all complex legislation, in the present
state of Parliamentary business, it is the minority which is master
of the House of Commons, It is not in the power of the Govern-
menl to carry a very complex Bill with a determined minority, who
have lixed it in their own minds that the Bill shall not be carried.
You will ask me, how is that 1 I wdll show you. You admit that
time is limited

;
you admit human strength is limited

;
you know that

the House ot Commons is the hardest-working legislative assembly in
the •’ vmrld. But how many days do you suppose are at the real disposal
of tl e Government for the purpose of putting forward its measures ?

Xoniinally there are ninety days in the session; but about twenty-four
are 1 ’ridays, and on Fridays it is well understood that the evening is

to b< at the disposal of independent members. There are, therefore,
about sixty-five days which are at the disposal of the Government.
But the main business of the Government, and its indispensable
business in every year, whatever happens, is the business of Supply.
How long do you suppose Supply took 1 How many nights out of
the s ixty-nve nights did Supply take in the last session 'I Thirty-four,
How many nights did that leave to the Government for all legislative

])urposes—and I must tell you that we were continually vituperated
for . )eing too grasping and taking too many nights to ourselves

;

how many nights did that leave us ? Thirty-four from sixty-five and
thirtpone remains. Well, gentlemen, out of those thirty-one how
many did the present minority, the jiresent Opposition, contrive to
expeid upon the Franchise Bill ? I have shoAvn you that we made it

simple to the last degree. We excluded a multitude of things, partly
for t le sake of conciliation, and I would also say partly for the sake
of m iking it more practicable to pass the Bill by raising only a small
num )er of points. That Franchise Bill occupied twenty-five nights
out ( f the thirty-one, so there were just six nights left for foreign
policy^, for colonial policy, for the unfortunate Indian Budget, which
neve: gets brought in until the very end of the year; and yet
that very Opposition, which occupied twenty-five nights in debating
the £ imple cpiestion of the franchise, has the hardihood to tell us that
if W6 were anxious really to promote reform, we ought to have brought
in a Redistribution Bill which would have at hiast quadrupled the real
worl to be done in considering a measure of reform, and would have
enab led our opponents, if they had thought fit, to quadruple the time
take 1 in debating it,—that is to say, to make the passing of the Bill

abso utely impossible. I think, under these circumstances, it is not
too 1 auch for me to say that to have combined these Bills would have
been exactly equivalent to the action of a man who goes to fight his
adversary with his hands and his feet tied together and lets his
adversary do what he pleases. Most certainly we were not capable
of sr ch infidelity to your interests and our own pledges as to become
invo ved in a course so preposterous

; and I think I am justified in
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' s^yhig it was totally impracticable for us to secure the passing of any
Bill ill which franchise and redistribution were joined—the question
of franchise being essentially in comparison a simple one, whereas the
question of redistribution involves a multitude of difficult details and
particulars, which, as I told you, required in the stage of committee
alone, in 1832, some thirty-five nights to dispose of.

MEMBERS OF THE OPPOSITION ON REDISTRIBUTION.
%

I

Shall I go one step further ? I am very nearly at the close of
» this lengthy harangue. I have said it is, in a Parliamentary sense,

impossible for us to pass through Parliament a combined Franchise
I and Redistribution Bill, or to make one discussion of the two subjects.

Now, I go further
;
I say not only do we know that, but the Opposi-

tion know it too. And that is not a mere imputation of mine. I

will show you that I have some right to say that they know it,

because some of them have been so imprudent as to confess it. You
have heard of Mr. Raikes. Mr. Raikes is a gentleman of consider-
able standing and position in the Opposition party. He made a
speech upon another portion of the subject on the 17th June, where
it happened to be for the purpose of the argument he had in hand to
show that, even apart from the franchise, so large and complex were
the necessary parts of the subject of reform, that we could not get
through them though we devoted the whole of the next year to them.
He used these words :

‘ He regarded it as extremely improbable that
» this Bill (that was the Franchise Bill) would receive the Royal assent

before the 31st July this year, and what probability,’ he said, ‘was there
of a Redistribution Bill, even if it should jiass next year, receiving

I
the Royal assent by 31st July?’ That is to say, these gentlemen who
have been telling us that we ought to have joined the two subjects
together, and who have occupied, I may say, the whole of our avail-

able time this year upon one—and that by much the simplest—part
of the subject, likewise tell us that the other part— namely, the
part relating to redistribution—is so complex that even separated
from the franchise, and having the whole of the next session

i devoted to it, it is extremely improbable that it could pass by the
31st July. You may say Mr. Raikes is not a leader of that party;
but I will tell you what happened. Only one or two days afterwards
one of the late Cabinet said the same thing. Mr. "W. H. Smith

j

said that such was the nature of the subject of redistribution that we
' could not expect to pass the Redistribution Bill before the end of the

i
.year,^ under the most favourable circumstances. That is to say, by
itself it must necessarily occupy the ivhole of the session. How,
gentlemen, in point—I won’t say, of truth—I won’t say, of accuracy—but in point of decency—how is it possible after that for this

I
party to found itself on the position, and to make this the main
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I

i

'

licad ;md front of its action, that our "reat and canital offence is not

to ha re proposed at once two subjects, upon one of which we lia<l

already taken a whole session, whilst for the other they tell us

them lelves that another session will hardl}'' be sufficient? Do they

reall} want redistribution ? The}’’ are calling out for the Bill, the

whoh Bill, and nothing but the Bid, mimicking and appropriating

very lawlessly the saying— tlie well-known saying of Mr. Joseph
Hum }, Do they wish redistribution, or are they using it for tlie

purp( sc of stopping redistribution and franchise both? Can we get

evidence upon that subject? I won’t ask you to take it upon my
asseri ion alone

;
but who has been the great organ of the Tory party

of la e years ? That distinguished and extraordinary man. Lord
Beaconsfield. When Lord Beaconsfield and the gentlemen who
now confront us were in office, for between six and seven years,

what did they then say, and what did they then do, about

the franchise and redistribution? They now say, ‘We don’t

objec". We are the best friends of reform; only give us

it in conjunction with redistribution.’ Well, but in the year

1876 that is the very thing which Mr. Trevelyan did. He
intro luced two resolutions into the House of Commons, one

for tae extension of the franchise, and the other for the redistri-

bution of seats. And what said the great leader, the great

eduettor of the Conservative party? It was the business of Mr.

Disraeli to reply upon that occasion. He, first of all, objected to

the extension of the franchise, which, he said, would evidently entail

redis’ ribution
;
and Avhat did he say of redistribution ? He then

being in power, he then not having, as we have had, any load of

legisl xtion on his hands,—for you know that the six years of the late

Government were as nearly as possible a blank in legislation,—ho
said :

‘ What did redistribution mean ? It meant the break up of

the lorough constituencies. It would alter the character and destroy

the "'ariety of Parliamentary representation.’ And, therefore, he

exho'ted the House to reject the motion; and the plan of Mr.
Trewilyan for dealing jointly with the two subjects—for doing the

very thing, if it conld have been done, which they tell us now they

are sa anxious to do—was rejected, at the instance of Mr. Disraeli,

and >y the aid of Sir Eichard Cross and Sir Stafford Northcote and
Mr. Smith and all these authorities, by a majority of 264 to, I think,

169.

RE DISTRIBUTION WITH FRANCHISE IMPOSSIBLE.

Ui der these circumstances I think I have shown you that

the condition they ask of us is an impossible condition. It

could not be done. It could be done, if they wished to co-operate

for i}; but I have shown you that, when they had the oppor-

tunitpT of speaking their sincere opinions, they spoke against it,
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and that Avhat they say now is wrung from them by hard necessity,

inasmuch as they dare not say that they are opposed to the franchise,
and they hnow no effective method of sto

2)ping the Franchise Bill unless
they can stoj) it by jmtting upon its shoulders the enormous weight
of redistrihution. It is just as reasonable in a lane, which will only
admit one carriage, to try and force two down it abreast, as it is for
ns, in the face of a hostile minority, to join the franchise and redistri-

bution. Let the first carriage go first, the other will follow readily.

I They know j^erfectly well that, if we get tlie franchise, redistribution
will follow, and must follow,—that the large numliers enfranchised in
the counties will not endure, and ought not to endure, the continuance
of the present system under which the smaller boroughs appropriate
a share of the representation undoubtedly much larger than they
are entitled to. After the passing of the Franchise BilT it is an abso-
lute certainty that the passing of a Bill for redistribution will follow.
And that is understood by our ojiponents just as well as by us.

They have studied those arts very deeply. Tliey are great proficienls
in them. I must give them the credit due to them. When there is

an indirect method of warfare to be pursued, these high-minded and
chivalrous people, who represent everything that is lofty in our
institutions, everything that is venerable, everything that is above the
grovelling considerations of temporary utility—this" chivalrous party,

' which calls itself constitutional, and calls itself national, and calls
itself jiatriotic, and has almost exhausted the whole catalogue of good
epithets in Johnson’s Dictionary to describe its own virtues, when
they find themselves—I am not now speaking of the majority in the
House of Lords—I am si)eakiug of the minority in the House of
Commons, for which I have reserved this particular compliment—when
they find themselves in a position in which it is convenient to say one
thing, while internally they have in view another, I say there are
no greater masters of that jiarticular art than the constitutional and
chivalrous politicians with whom we have to deal. They call for
franchise and redistribution—take this as a household word uiion the

,
suhjcct—because they want neither, and because they know that to

I

force us to unite the two is the only method, and is the effectual
I method, of stopping them both.

OBJECTS OF GOVERNMENT.

Well, gentlemen, under these circumstances, I have hut one
sentence more to say. I think I am justified in saying we have
striven to avoid this conflict. We, the Ministers of the Crown, are
anxious, so far as we are iiermitted, not to extend its sphere. We
feel bound, in a friendly sense, to warn the House of Lords to allow
the extension

;
but at the same time I have endeavoured to argue this

question so as to make an ajipeal to the reason of that assembly, and
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not t) its fears. I will not abandon the hope that reason will

preva 1, until painful demonstration compels me to relinquish it. In

the n eantime, I make this, which I think a moderate proposition. I

have shown that the combination of the Bills, which they ask of us, is

an impracticable course for us to follow. I have shown that the dis-

junct on of the Bills leaves it certain, even supposing our promises

are gDod for nothing, that redistribution must follow franchise. I

have shown that it is unwise and dangerous for the hereditary

cham )er on a great constitutional issue to coun a direct conflict with

the 1 epresentative House, which proceeds from the people, which

retur is to the people, and which, if the people are dissatisfied with

its action, is punished by the people, as the Parliament of 1874 was

punished in 1880 by the indignant action of the country. It is

that House of Parliament which, while it lasts, and until the Crown

disso ves it, or until its legal term is reached, represents the people

• of the country. In those circumstances, the hereditary chamber is

unwijeif it seeks a conflict with such a body. The consideration

of its own interests, and the larger and more generous view which its

minority has taken, and which its majority, I trust, will be induced to

take, ought to show them that they may trust those classes in the

coun ies which they have trusted in the towns
;
that the nation is

attac led to its laws and to its institutions
;
that the accession to the

numl )er of the constituencies will be an accession to the strength of

the Empire
;
that the Throne will stand yet more_ firmly upon a

broa( ler foundation
;
and that every consideration alike of principle

and < tf policy, and even of narrow and selfish interest—if that must

be a] .pealed to—dictates that they should no longer tamper with the

ques- ion, but seize the first opportunity of giving a ready assent to

the ITanchise Bill.

Tlie right hon. gentleman, having spoken for an hour and forty

mini tes, sat down cWid loud and prolonged clieering.

Lsf SEPTEMBER 1884.

Mr. Usher of Norton moved that the Earl of Stair take the chair.

The majority of the noblemen and gentlemen who accompanied tlie

Chairman to the platform at the previous meeting were also present
on this occasion.

Besides Electors and Non-Electors of Midlothian and members of

the Scottish Liberal Association, Delegates from 128 Scottish, 21

English, and 4 Irish Associations were also present.

Lord Stair then introduced Mr. Gladstone, who addressed the
meeting as follows :

—

My Lord Stair, my Lords, Ladies, and Gentlemen,—Once more I

address you, the electors of Midlothian, in this old citadel of freedom,
the noble city of Edinburgh, and I cannot, though perhaps it is going
beyond my duty, and anticipating the last office of the meeting—

I

cannot help thanking our noble Chairman for the hearty and heart-

stirring speech with which he has opened our proceedings. My Lord
Stair, you have only anticipated my office in stating that I could not
forget, even amidst the exigencies of the great political controversy
of the hour—I could not forget the duty incumbent upon me of

rendering to you some account of the manner in which I have
endeavoured to discharge the trust committed to me, and to redeem
the pledges which you have gathered from my previous declarations.

ALLEGED MIDLOTHIAN PROMISES OP 1880.

I cannot better introduce that portion of the subject than
by quoting a passage which gave me some entertainment and
a good deal of astonishment—a passage ascribed to Lord Salis-

bury in a recent speech where he describes the promises of
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Ministers. The words given to him by the reporter—and I have

not heard that the}'’ are imtraly given—are these: ‘In 1880 tliey

gave promise after promise
;
they held out before you a splendid

pictui e of reduced taxes, of peace all over the world, ot Ireland

pacifl ;d, of trade revivified.’ Now, it would be impertinence in

}
me to suppose that Lord Salisbury had me principally or wholly

t in his mind when he delivered that sentence
;
but yet, considering

I how lond the Tories have been throughout these four years of making

vagiK references, and therefore perfectly worthless references, to the

speec lesmade in Midlothian, I presume that Lord Salisbury had them

parti: ily in his view
;
and what I wish respectfully to say is this, that so

far as he had them in his view, so far as they have reference to any-

thing said by me and heard by you, the sentence that I have read is

a pur 3 and perfect work of the imagination. Gentlemen, I made you

no bi illiant promises
;
I drew for you no splendid picture. I drew

for you, on the contrary, a dismal exhibition of all the mischiefs that

we hod before us. If I could have addressed the Government of Lord

Beac( 'iisfield, especially in its latest years, while Lord Salisbury was

its Foreign Minister—I would truly have addressed it in the words of

Tenn ^son

;

‘ The children born of thee are fire ami sword
;

Red ruin and the breaking up of laws.
’

For n'ar, wherever their policy went—war, gratuitously provoked,

waited on their footsteps
;
and law, on the other hand,—I mean the

highest of all law, European law,—shrank abashed and despised into

the shade. It was no splendid picture, but this dismal picture which

I ver tured to present to you. I told you, gentlemen, in the plainest

langii age, that the mischiefs done' by that Government would not and

could not terminate with its political existence.

‘ The evil that men do lives after them.’

Ard, unfortunately, in no department of human existence is that

proposition more profoundly and more disastrously true than it is in

this vide world of politics, where the deeds of individual statesmen

tell \’ ith a vital power upon the weal or woe of millions of their

fello\^ - creatures. It was a deplorable inheritance to which

I ve itured to tell you the successors of Lord Salisbury would

succesd. It has been a deplorable inheritance; and what I have to

recornt to you is the manner in which, and the degree of partial

success with which we have endeavoured to confront the difficulties

surre unding us on every hand, which were the legacy, and, in truth,

the c Illy legacy, beci[ueathed to us by the former Administration.

FINANCE.
i (1) Reduction of Taxation.

G( ntlemen, in particular, Lord Salisbury’s lively imagination has

supp ied him—and I have not the slightest doubt he thinks he is

X
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speaking the absolute truth with the statement that we promised you
a reduction of taxes. In the weary wilderness of my Midlothian
speeches—those of you who could undertake, if any could, to

toil through them from the beginning to the end—I doubt very
much whether you would find— I almost venture to say you
will not find—a single promise of a reduction of taxes or of a

reign of economy, because I knew very well that the foundation

which the former Government had laid, the engagements which
they had made, and the difficulties which they had stored up
all over the world, made it almost hopeless to look for the advent
of such a happy period. Let me, then, as briefly and as clearly

as I can, run over to you what was the financial position of affairs

that we had to look in the face at that time, and what were
the censures which I ventured to bestow on the conduct of the

Government. I found fault with the Government for the enor-

mous increase of expenditure. I found still more fault with them,
gentlemen, for having broken every rule of sound finance. I quite

admit that under given circumstances increase of expenditure may
be sometimes even desirable, and often unavoidable

; but, gentlemen,

the propositions that I laid down for you were these, that there

were certain laws still more important than economy in expenditure.

One of them was, that, whatever you did, you should take care to

pay your way
;
and another was, that, in times when the resources

of the country are great and the calls upon it moderate, you should
reduce the weight of that enormous debt,—the fruit of former wars
which we have inherited from our forefathers. It may be that in

some places Tory speakers will take upon them to 02)en this chapter
of finance. Let us see how they will be able to dispose of it. I take
for the first vital principle, that, whatever you do, if you wish for

honest and sound finance, you must pay your way—that is, you
must take care, in the absence of causes absolutely imperative to the
contrary, that the balance at the close of the year is on the right

side. I take then the four years of the present Government, and I

compare them with the four last years of the late Government
;
I

won’t give you wearisome details by going through them year by
year, but I give you the result. The four last balance-sheets of the
late Government presented an aggregate deficiency of £7,330,000.
The four years of the present Government, though our charges have
been most heavy—and I admit the period has not been one of high
fiscal or commercial prosperity—have not presented a single deficit,

but have, on the whole, given a surplus of £1,580,000. So now
you are in a condition to judge whether I was warranted in

exposing to you for your censure and condemnation the utter

laxity of the former Government in regard to this capital article

of finance, and in telling you that, whatever we did, we ought
to pay our way. So much for the first Midlothian pledge.
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Reduction of the National Debt.

Gt iitlemen, you will bear me out, perhaps, in the recollection that

I att iched the greatest value and importance to resolute action in

the r eduction of our still gigantic National Debt. How do we stand

on t lat chapter, comparing our deeds with the deeds of our prede-

cesso fs % In the four last years of the Beaconsficdd Administration they
j)aid £10,984,000 of National Debt. In four years of the present

Adm nistration-—^the only four entire years—we paid off £25,045,000.
So tl at upon that clui

2
)ter we show to you an improvement, at any

rate, of £14,000,000. We hope that on the of 31st March, at the

close of the present financial year, the repayment of debt during this

Government will have reached £33,000,000 ;
and the repayment of

£33, ( >00,000 of debt means a total abolition of £1,000,000 of permanent
burd< 11 necessary to be provided for out of the standard income of the

couni ry. Further, I am happy to say that the consequence of this

syste n has been to produce a vigorous state of public credit, and a

perfe ;t confidence in the administration of the national resources, far

lieyoi d the region of party in that impartial woi Id—the financial world
of th 3 City of London—of such a character that my able and skilful

frienc. the Chancellor of the Exchequer has been able to propose to

Parlii anent, and to carry through Parliament, a Bill for the voluntary

conve rsion of the 3 per cent. Stock, of which we may reasonably say,

from the prospects already afforded, that it is pretty certain to result

in a further considerable saving and alleviation of the permanent
iniblii; burdens of the country. So much for the second financial

pledg 3 of the Midlothian campaign.

(3)

The Malt-Tax.

Nov, about the reduction of taxes— a favourite subject with
Lord Salisbury. We promised to you nothing; but when we got
into ' )ffice we knew that for forty years the fai mers, not of Scotland,

but o England, had been told, and especially the candidates for their

suffra ^es, had been in the habit at general elections of telling them, that

there was one burden of tremendous weight and cruel injustice which
they bad to bear, and that burden was the malt-tax. It is quite true

that t he malt-tax was never heard of in the House of Commons, except
when a Liberal Government was in office. When a Liberal Government
was ii i office, pretty nearly annual motions were made for its repeal,

as the welfare of British agriculture depended upon it. When the
Tory Government was in office, the malt-tax and its advocates, like

certai i virgins in the parable, slumbered and slept. Though we had
not m Lich money to give, yet we believed that this would be a most
valuable administrative and commercial change

;
and in the year 1880
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we were enabled to repeal the malt-tax, and to substitute a beer duty.

But, lo and behold ! what a transformation in_ the minds of men

!

From the moment that it was felt that the Tories had broken every

pledge that they ever made about the malt-tax, and when we, on the

contrary, had taken up the subject and repealed it—from that

moment they had the boldness to come forward and to say that it

was a trumpery affair, and that the change which we had made was

a thing of very insignificant consequence.

(4)

The Death Duties.

I found fault, in addressing you, with the gross, and^ even the

cruel anomalies in what are known as the ‘death duties;’ and

I found fault with the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and the

Government then existing, because he had not cured these ano-

malies. One of these, gentlemen, was that, upon proceeding

to administer the estate of a deceased person, the probate duty

had to be paid upon the entire debts of that person. Suppose

the value of the estate was £20,000, and that there were £19,000

of debt upon it, you had to pay duty in the first instance upon

the £20,000. It is quite true that at the close of a long

process of administration the probate duty—I beg pardon for using

a foreign term : in Scotland you call it the inventory duty,

it is quite true that at the close of the process this money was

returned. But to find the money was no joke in many cases, and to

pay it into the hands of a pblic department without interest,—

to be dependent upon your being able to go through the settlement

of the whole affairs, and produce every voucher,—undoubtedly left

that payment on the debts as a heavy grievance. We have abolished

that payment.

(5)

Taxation of Small Properties.

Gentlemen, there was a more serious grievance, and that was the

grievance of persons who came into small properties I mean by

small properties extremely small properties—properties of £100,

£200, or £300. You know what happened to them. If they wished

to realize the property of a deceased person to which they were

entitled, the first thing they had to do was to go to their legal

adviser, if they had one, or to find a legal adviser for the occasion.

I have' the greatest respect for legal advisers—we could not get on

without them ;
but they can’t work for nothing, and as their work is

oblio-ed to be very accurate and highly responsible, it is necessarily

dea? work. The consequence was that, iii the case of these small

properties, it was not simply the duty paid to the Government, for

that was insignificant, and under £100 it was none at all
,
but it

(
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\v, ^ this that bills of £10, £20, or £30 were easily run up and
necessarily run up by the solicitor, or the writer in Scotland, and a
very heavy deduction made from very small estates. We have
net had much to give I have told you that the Exchequer has
net been very rich but we have introduced this change into the
^ ifliiit wherever the proj^erty is under £300 the person now
v ho is entitled to it has no need to go to his legal adviser at all.
xJe has nothing to do but to make known the case to the revenue
oflicer of the district, and for the payment of a perfectly trifling duty— I think it is twenty or thirty shillings—the information necessary
is all given, and the assets are handed over. Although this may
appear to some a small matter—and I am not saying that it is of
ca )ital importance—yet this I can say, that the peojjle who are
rei ping the advantage of that arrangement every year are between
fiv ?-and'twcnty and thirty thousand, or at the rgttJ of more thaw fivo
hundred for every week that we live,

EXPENDITURE SINCE 1880.

. have another point to touch, and that is, the point of
eccnomy. I ca,nnot present to you, gentlemen, in the matter of

satisfactory result. That has been realized which, in
181>0, It was too easy to foresee. The expenditure of the country has
cortmued to be very heavy. Whether we might have reduced it
more, I wont undertake to say. If you censure me, I submit to
the censure. e have had much to do

; we have worked hard,
VVe have had heavy calls and heavy responsibilities. Perhaps, if
oui hands had been more free and our minds less occupied, we
might have been able to present to you a more favourable result.Bn - 1 will tell you what have been the main causes that have kept up
the expenditure of the country. First of all there has been a natural
anc normal growth of certain cliargcs-a desirable growth of certaincharges—such as the Education vote. The Education vote grows
rap dly from year to year

;
and who is there among the thousands Iaddress that would wish to check its growth? You in Scotlandknow too well its value. You know too well how education has

aettd and contributed so largely to place Scotland in the van of
f nations of the world, to grudge the charge which this

grec t subject, with its increasing number of millions, lays upon you.As to the painful subject of increasing charge, much came upon
us inevitably and irrevocably when we took office. There was a
great increase of charge in the civil government of Ireland. But
1 dc not hesitate to say this, that the main cause which has kent
tne expenditure of the country so high has been the military chari
whic h was mainly, if not entirely, due tq the policy of the foregoing
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Government, and the engagements with which they had saddled
those who succeeded them. What I have said to 5’ou about public

economy has been in the nature of a confession. I thought it candid

and ingenuous towards you that it should be so, and that I should

not seek to shelter myself behind the unsatisfactory defence that

our predecessors had done worse than ourselves.

A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE EXPENDITURE OF
THE PRESENT AND THE LATE GOVERNMENT.

But it is my duty to say a word upon that subject, and to

warn you to be u]5on your guard against the Tories. That you
may be on your guard against them I Avill give you, with the

utmost exactness, comparative statements which it is quite impossible

for them to shake, and w'hich I will convey to you in no very great

number of words, avoiding all detail, lumping large sums of money,
and making use of round numbers for the sake of greater simplicity

and intelligibility. In the four last years of the late Government the

gross expenditure of the country was £329,000,000. In the four last

years of the present Government—don’t be alarmed, gentlemen—the

expenditure of the country has been £342,000,000. Apparently, on
comparing the accounts of the two Governments, our account is

£13,000,000 to the bad. Let us look a little further into the matter.

I must first of all deduct the expense of collection. You know we
have vast establishments connected with the Post Office, and the

Telegraphs, and so forth. To charge these as taxation would be
absurd. I do not, therefore, take the expense of collection. I find

that the two sums then are—for the late Government 2974 millions,

and for the present Government 306| millions. There are still 9-|-

millions remaining to the bad against us. But I go further, and I

deduct the debt we have paid off, becau.se undoubtedly Avhat you
spend in payment of debt ought not to be reckoned as expenditure.

AYe have paid off', as I have told you, £25,000,000 of debt against

£11,000,000; and consequently, when we bring this into account,

we are no longer to the bad, but we are to the good by the amount
of 4 1 millions. So you see we are improving a little. Besides that,

you may recollect that, having a deep sense of the iniquity, as

well as the folly, of the war that had been waged in Afghanistan
at the expense of India, we asked Parliament, in mitigation of that

gross and monstrous injustice, to make a present to India of 5

millions. Parliament agreed, and 4| millions out of that 5 millions

we have already paid. Adding that to the 4| millions by which our
charge fell short (I mean our voluntary charge, that which ought to

be laid to our account) of the charge of the former Government, then

we come to stand 9| millions better upon the finance of the four
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year 5 . So far, I have been dealing with matters of fact, and no man
can shake one of the figures I have laid before you. I go now to

mati er of opinion, and it is my opinion—and I believe it to be yours

—tl at the state of things we found in South Africa, and the annexa-

tion of the Transvaal, made it inevitable that war charges should

com 5 upon us. These war charges were millions. I then come
to t rat unfortunate question of Egypt, on which I will by and by
explrin myself more fully. There were in the same manner
mill ons of military charge which we have defrayed in Egypt, in

consaquence, as we hold, of the policy of our predecessors. That
mak es a sum of 7 millions of expenditure which ought not to be laid

to 0 ir charge, and which ought to be added to the DJ millions that I

pre\ iously mentioned
;
so that we claim to stand upon the four years,

so fi r as our voluntary action in the use of your money is concerned,

1G|- millions better than the Government that went before us. Of
coui se, in saying that, I have taken no credit for the larger education

vote 5 we have had to provide, 1 have taken no credit for the heavy
chaiges we have been obliged to meet in Ireland for great social and
administrative purposes; but 16|- millions is the sum I claim as

representing the clear and sheer improvement on our financial

adm lustration, compared with that of those that went before us

—

7 m: llions of it open to be described by them as matter of opinion,

9^ rdllions of it as matter of fact, which it is impossible for them to

shake. I have told you as much as I could, in not a very long

com lass, upon the very important subject of finance.

IRELAND POLITICALLY AND SOCIALLY.

I uust say one word to you on the still more important subject of

Ireland. It did not enter into my addresses to you, for what
reason I know not; but the Government that was then in power
rath ir, I think, kept back from Parliament— certainly were not

forward to lay before Parliament—what was going on in Ireland

unti the day of the dissolution came, and the address of Lord
Bea« onsfield was published, undoubtedly in very menacing terms.

I ca H it an address : it was called a letter to the Duke of Marl-

bore ugh, but it was virtually an address. I frankly admit I had had
muc 1 upon my hands connected with the doings of that Government
in almost every quarter of the world, and I did not know, no one
knew, the severity of the crisis that was already swelling upon the

hori. :on, and that shortly after rushed upon us like a flood. For two
years out of the four during which we have exercised the powers
conf irred upon us by the nation and by the Crown, the time of Par-

ham int was almost entirely occupied in 1881 and 1882, with Irish

afiai ’s. We had to encounter evils of a magnitude that it will be the
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business of the historian to describe. There w’as arrayed in Ireland

what I must call a great consiiiracy against social order, wdiich took

the form of an injunction to the people of Ireland, an agricultural

people, to break their contracts and pay no rent to their landlords.

It was no small matter to confront such a conspiracy. If some popular

leaders (which is utterly impossible) were to issue a manifesto

in Edinburgh desiring the people of Scotland to break their con-

tracts, why, gentlemen, such a manifesto would be waste -paper. In

Ireland, where unhappily the history of the country has not taught

nor accustomed the people to love the law, it had a very difierent

character, and the whole foundations of social order throughout that

country were disturbed and well-nigh broken up by the effect ot that

manifesto and by the proceedings both preceding and following it,

which tended in the same direction. It has been one of our most

anxious and arduous duties to confront that conspiracy, and I rejoice

to say at this moment it is broken up. It exists no longer. Trouble

there may be in Ireland. It has not got such a settlement of socml

relations as England and Scotland happily possess
;
but that trouble is

brought within manageable bounds and limits, and the conspiracy is

a thing of the past. Mr. Parnell, the able leader of those Avho

conducted that conspiracy, has taken—I might almost say has made

for himself—an opportunity in Parliament of declaring that the man

who would attempt to stop the payment of rent in Ireland (and rent, I

need not say, involves all other contracts in its train) must be a

madman. Well, that conspiracy had for one of its effects the

production of a terrible state of disorder in the country. Agrarian

crime has long more or less affected it, but the figures represent-

ing the amount of that crime underwent a frightful increase. In

the year 1881 there were 4439 agrarian offences, among a popu-

lation of five millions, reported to the Government
;
in 1883 that

frightful list of agrarian offences had sunk to 870 ;
and in the seven

months of 1884, which, of course, do not afford full means of com-

parison, there is no sign whatever of an increase. I may also say,

with thankful satisfaction, that not the quantity only, but the

cpiality of those crimes has undergone a change. In the year 1881,

which I quoted for the vast amount of its agrarian crime, there

were between twenty and thirty agrarian murders. Even before the

increase of crime, and when the total of offences was^ a small total

(for example, between 1878 and 1880), there were, in the first ot

these years, eight agrarian murders
;
in tlie second of these years,

ten agrarian murders ;
and in the third, eight agrarian murders

no small number. I am thankful to say that in the^ year 1883

there was but one agrarian murder in all Ireland
;
and in the seven

months of 1884, for which I hold the account in my hand, there

has not been a single agrarian murder. That is not all. ith great

labour, and under a ])ressure of circumstances which forbade the use

of ordinary arms and methods—for the state of Ireland would not
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bea[* to be trifled with—with great labour, and so far favoured by
the condition of Ireland, we passed the Irish Land Act. By means
of hat Irish Land Act I feel confident that almost every case of
ove?-renting in Ireland has been touched, excepting, perhaps, some
cas( s where leases had been given, and where we felt ourselves
prei :luded by considerations of principle from allowing the rent to be
rec( nsidered. But speaking generally of the people of Ireland, who
are a people of annual tenancies, we may say that over-renting

i

is irtually at an end. It is quite true that £540,000 have been
taken off upon the aggregate from the rents of the landlords; but
I believe that that w^as in the main a debt of justice. You can
bea ’ me witness and the farmers of England can bear me witness

t lat the period in which that has been done by the judicial
acti 3n of the Land Court in Ireland has been a period in which
eve y wise landlord, or most wise landlords in Scotland and in
Eiif land, have found occasion, and some unwise landlords have found
necessity, to reduce the rents paid upon their farms. I am happy to
say that the effect of this Act is that it is inducing people for the
first time to place confidence in the Courts of Justice. It is laying
the foundation of that harmony between the people and the law

I

whi3h is, of all other objects, the most familiar to us on this side i

of 1 he Channel, but which, unhappily, is foreign and is new in the
hist )ry of Irish associations. It is a foundation of good, on which
I fe d assured that the people may build

;
and, although I regret that

the landlords of Ireland—a portion of the landlords of Ireland (for
it i:; not, after all, more than one-fourth part of them, or something
like that, that has been called into Court) have been called to make a
saci ifice, yet I feel convinced that the greater solidity of the social state
whi )h these changes are bringing about will repay them for everything

Ithey are called upon to surrender. I do not represent to you that
the Irish question is altogether settled. But, Parliamentary and
poli Dical difficulties are one thing

;
social difficulties are another.

Soc al difficulties destroy the peace and comfort of private life, and
brej.k up the relations of classes, families, and men throughout the
country. With these social difficulties, under the able guidance of
Lori Spencer, the Irish Government has manfully and, I trust,
effectually grappled. There may again be outbursts of crime, but
not] ling, I believe, like what we have had to contend with is to be
fear 3d in the future of that most interesting country. Parliamentary
and political difficulties there will be. I have no doubt, none
whatever, that the organization of what is termed the Nationalist
parly in^ Ireland will for some little time disturb the action of
our Parliamentary system. There will be time wasted

;
there will

be 1 leasures obstructed
;
there will be a good deal of trial of temper

;

perl aps now and then a Ministry will be overturned, jDossibly a
Par. lament dissolved; but I don’t gratuitously or without considera-
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tion undertake the office of a prophet—rel}^, gentlemen, upon this,

that so long as you continue to pursue a course of justice and

liberality towards Ireland, although you may still have a residue of

trouble handed over to you from the mistakes of former generations,

yet nothing can happen in Ireland which will abate the strength

of this mighty Empire—nothing whicli can seriously trouble its

imperial action
;
and under no circumstances can it happen that

Ireland can be dissevered, in her fate and her fortunes and it

would be the greatest misfortune for her if she could—from

Great Britain.

FOREIGN POLICY TREATED GENERALLY.

I have spoken chiefly of domestic matters
;

but I ask you to

accompany me over sea. You have heard much about the foreign

policy of this country
;
and I am sorry to say that the position

of parties in this country has undergone, with respect to foreign

policy, what I conceive to be a disastrous, and perhaps a clangerous

change. In the first twenty years of my political life there

was no broad difference of principle between the Liberal and the

Conservative party in regard to foreign politics. They were not

in the habit of calling one another names in respect to foreign

politics, as we, unfortunately, have found occasion to do in the

last few years. I should say myself, though it is long since I

was their subordinate, that the ideas of Sir Robert Beelj of the

Duke of Wellington, and of my dear and honoured friend, my
loved friend. Lord Aberdeen, in respect to foreign politics "were

perfect in every point except one. They were perfect in the love of

peace
;
they were perfect in the equal regard they paid to the rights

of all other nations
;
they were perfect in their respect for public law

;

and they would have been perfect all round, in my opinion, if they

had included that more lively sympathy with constitutional freedom

in other countries, which, I think, it has been the proper work of the

Liberal party to supply. But you know what the Conservative

party are now in their foreign politics. The Conservative party

of the first twenty years of my life were the peace party of the

country—most distinctly they were the peace party of the country

;

and, were you to examine the debates of those years, you w’ould find

that upon almost every occasion the Tories of that day, under Peel,

the Duke of Wellington, and Lord Aberdeen, found fault with the

Liberal party because they were not sufficiently lovers of peace.

Judge therefore the enormous space over which the Tories of

to-day have travelled in departing from the wisdom of their fore-

fathers. Now I need not detain you long in giving you my idea

of foreign policy. In my judgment we, secure in our island home,
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and in the strength of loyal hearts and arms by which it has
for so many ages been defended, have no occasion to bow down
to any one or to flatter any man upon earth. We are far less

depmdent upon the Powers of the Continent of Europe, though
I h )pe we will always be glad to acknowledge a dependence of

goo Iwill and mutual right upon them—we are far less dependent
upo a the Powers of the Continent of Europe, be they great or be
they small, than those Powers are upon om; another. Under these
circ irnstaiices, in my judgment, it is a prime duty incumbeiit
upo 1 us to take care that this sense of strength, founded upon
hist jiy and founded upon fact, does not betray us into a temper of

arrt gance, and does not weaken for a moment our determination to

live so far as depends upon us, in goodwill with all the world. Let
us ake for our rule that simple rule drawn from the highest source,

and endeavour to behave to each and to all of them as we wish them
to lehave to us. I believe, gentlemen, that in the application of that
simple rule (I won’t say you will find it a universal nostrum for the
disj, osal of political difficulties) that nine problems out of every ten
will be solved by a country like this which has power in its hands
to h ick it in the cause of justice, but which abhors the idea of using
that j)ower for any less sacred purpose.

]Sow I will give you a very small example of what I think is

the temper in which we should approach subjects of this kind.

You may have noticed in the newspapers that there is at the
pres 3iit time in Germany a very great desire to found colonies abroad

;

and in some of the German papers I read with much regret a
statement, which I believe to be totally unfounded, that the English
peojle and the Scotch people look with an evil eye upon this

anxiety of the Germans to found colonies abroad. I am speaking
amo ig five or six thousand Scotchmen, and I appeal to you fear-

less] and I tell you that, if Germany has the means of expand-
ing herself and sending her children -to unoccupied places of the
eart i, with due regard to the previous rights of other nations,

and with due regard to the rights of the aboriginal inhabitants

—subject to those two reserves, gentlemen, I tell you I look
witli satisfaction, sympathy, and joy upon the expansion of Ger-
many in these desert jdaces of the earth, upon the extension of

civil zation, and upon the blessing to these waste places by the
pres jnce of an intelligent, industrious community, which will bring
forth from the bosom of the land ne’.v resources for the comfort,

advantage, and happiness of mankind. Do not sujjpose for a

I
mon ent that it is anything but the utmost meanness for us to be
jealous of Germany. Germany cannot rob this country, even if she

' desiied it, of her colonizing faculty. It is evident—no man can
deny it—that it is among the most patent and palpable facts of the

condition of the world, that God Almighty has given to the people

1 who inhabit these islands a great function and a great duty of coloniza-
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tion And that duty has been fulfilled by a pretty liberal appropria-

tion of the countriesVhich have not been occupiei . Come " hat may

oentlemen, let every other country do what it "ill—it is foi them 1

1

consider how far their iiolitical strength will be iimteased b) it

Into that (luestioii I do not enter liiat is no mattu toi me

discuss at all If I had an opinion I would not say what it na.-.

tlds i I sa^y, that it is a thnetion which they can on y exercise as

colonists witli advantage to themselves and to
5 mav sai i'

God-speed in the work, so far as we, and—I am cei tam I may ..ay n

with safety—so far as the British nation is concerned.

foreign policy since 1880.

Montenegro and Greece.

I must now ask you to give me a few minutes on wliat con-

stituted a voluminousLl .ani afraid I must

nortion of our discussions in Midlothian m lbi9 mm

namely, the condition of foreign politics. At that time, the Tiea \ o

Berli/had been concluded 3
but there were two territorial (iiiestions

left unsettled at the moment when we came

which was a positive danger to the peace ot Europe. One vas

that the Treaty of Berlin had recognised in the clearest tei

rights of the gallant people of i\Iontenegro to an extension^ of then

tevritory No effectual step whatever had been taken to give them

that extension. Letters, which were but idle words, and passed

the wind, had been written, but no progress whatever had

been made and there was not the slightest movement in that diiec-

tion nor hope of attainment of the end. In_ the same way rather

less definitely, the Treaty of Berlin had recogiiised the title of Greece

to an extension of territory. No progress, again, had been ma e

towards inducing the Sultan to grant that extension, ^oth the.e

questions were entirely stagnant. It was one of our hrst duties to

Sy ourselves to them. I will not enter upon c etails. Y e induced

the Powers of Europe to send ships ot war to the coas. of Albania.

It if quite true tlmt they were very loath to do anything more

than seld representative ships of war to

f
mPTii nf the Oueen did not rest satished avith that state ot things.

STs not neceS^y for me, and I know it would be of „o adv.autage at

this moment to explain in detail the steps wo took
;
but ne did take

steps to show that we were in earnest, and to «>at

that the dangers which menaced the peace of Europe m connection

whh these two territorial questions ought to be obviated by prompt

concession on the part of the Porte. I rejoice to say that both these

questions were spledily closed. A considerable addition was made
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to i lie territory of Montenegro; and Tliessaly, an ancient part of
clasneal Greece from tlic very earliest ages, was added to tlie territory
ol t le Greek kingdom. And altliougl, it is true that there are manyms lived problems in the condition of the Turkish Empire, and that
the East of Europe may for a length of time lie more or less a subiect
Ol a ixiety, yet those immediate causes of danger have been removedand these most legitimate aspirations and claims have been effectually
satn hed. hen we are told that we neglected the pledges we gave
to yau, and that the appeals Avhicli we made to you on behalf of the
felaA race and of the kingdom of Greece wei’e mere idle words, voucan point to these results, and challenge the objector to question
tnei 1 it lie can. ^

Afghanistan.

A still sadder case, gentlemen, Avas the case of Afglianistan.
I gl anistan AA^as a country in Avhich A\^e had sinned lieaAdly fortyyear i before, but Ave were conscious of that sin. A long siies of
illiisi nous statesmen in the office of Governor-General, incliidin<«- in

Tnrd Mtf
’*‘‘‘1?

”! ;>wre—a Tory .statesman, the excellentEoid Maj 0, had laboured with an unwearied jiatience to efface thememory of the former error and the former crime, and to build up
reiat oils of peace and amity with the brave mountaineers of Afghaii-

fleld'f
‘ “‘e last years of Lord Beacons-

whic
tl'is a l reversed

;
and by an undertaking

onv 1

1

1 ‘i"’^’’

"" '“'l l'«'ly I'lglier degree tlianany undertaking in my recollection, the united kingdom of Afghan-
istan was broken to pieces : its valleys were deluged with blood
Its piople were again provoked into hatred of England; and ifany ,in.g wa/tl by po.ssibility have effectuallv jiromoted that sitii-
poset ambition of liussia, about which your susceptibilities are

of R*;

'>

".If"rlf anything could have made the ambition
of K ssia really formidable, it was undoubtedly to throw the people
of Af dianistan by our hostile measures into the arms of the Emperor.

t Mubirne'^X^
Very clover political writer, known

as Midarne A ovikoff— published an excellent book written from alaissi 111 point of view—veiy properly written from a Russian pointof M w for she ivas a Russian lady. She said this: ‘Yon aredread Hilly airaid of iis Russians lest we should interfere withyou 11 India loii had got a double barrier between ns and

ido“fnA'‘ <'f a liravo peoplewiio foi many yc.ars liad been attached to you. You had a sothe gl eat physical barrier of a mass of mountains; and behind this

von done‘!™Tr“ “>glf liave felt tolerably secure. But what have

nnl
learner you have destroyed, ami have taught

c Aj^hans to hate you; and really one might believe that, ifyou could,
>ou Av juld have destro}Td the physical harrier also. But, happily for

I
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you, those mountains of the Hindu Koosh, Avhich encircle Afghanistan

on every side, are a great deal too big to shovel aAvay, and so yon still

may enjoy AvhateA^er profit yon can get from the existence of a great

physical barrier between ns and Afghanistan.’ Such Avas the state of

things Avith regard to Afghanistan Avhen Ave came into office, and I

should not give you a full conception of it Avithout telling yon this, that

the number of British and Indian forces required to be in Afghanistan

itself, or detailed for the guardianship of the north-Avestern frontiei,

as the fruit of the Beaconsfield and Salisbury policy, was about

G5,000 men. What has happened noAV? Under Lord Bipon, Lord

Hartington, and Lord Kimberley, this, I am thankful to say, has

happened. Afghanistan is no longer torn in pieces. It is again one

Afghanistan. It enjoys in a sense—in the modified sense in Avhich

the term can be applied to a country of that kind, though it does not

come up to our standard—it enjoys some kind of peace, unity, and

order. Kindly relations are again being built up between India and

the Afghan ruler and his people
;
and Avhen I last made the inquii},

instead of 65,000 of our soldiers being detailed for the defence of

the north-Avestern frontier and the occupation of Afghanistan,

25,000 are now sufficient for that AAmrk, and 40,000 are aA^ailable for

other purposes.

India—Liberty of the Press.

I detain yon long
;
but these questions are ol such gravity that

they Avonld Avarrant, and perhaps deserve, a fuller and a better expo-

sition. Yon may remember that I deplored to you, in the strongest

terms I could use, the strange and guilty infatuation under which the

British Government had, in the latter portion of Lord Beaconsfield’s

Administration, taken a\A’ay from the people ol India that precious boon

of liberty of the press Avbicli had been given them half a century belore,

and Avhich they never had misused. Suddenly, in the dark, in the

privacy of the Legislative Chamber—I believe in answer to orders

sent by telegraph—AAuthoiit the knowledge of Parliament, AAuthout the

knoAvledge of the country, a laAV Avas passed Avhich totally extin-

guished the freedom of the native Indian press. I frankly tell you

—A\diether otlier men agree Aviih me or not I don’t knoAv I

think a laAV such as that a disgrace to civilization, and a disgrace to

the British Empire. We denounced that laAV. Have aa"g redeemed

that pledge? Yes, gentlemen, the hiAV has been effaced from the

statute-book of India
;
and never, I am sure, AA'hile the Liberal party

has a voice to raise in tliis country, or a share in the government ol

its affairs, neA^er again A\"ill such an outrage be perpetrated upon e\ery

principle of freedom that is dear to the heart of England and ol

Scotland.
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South Africa.

)ass to South Africa. We told you that in our judgment tlio

pt of the Administration then in power to put down the people

•i Transvaal, to extinguish their freedom, and to annex them
st their will to England, was a scandalous and a disastrous

pt. When we got into office we were assured by all the local

s of the British Government— and I have no doubt they

in honour and sincerity—we were assured that the people of the

;vaal had changed their minds, and were perfectly contented

annexed to the British Empire. That made it our duty to

for a while
;
and for a short while, accordingly, we did pause.

)ver much we had opposed the previous Government, it was

luty not to make changes without good and sufficient cause,

before we had been very long in office, the people of the

ivaal rose in arms, and showed us pretty well what their

gs and intentions were
;
and they obtained several successes

the limited body of British troops then in South Africa.

;‘elt it was an absolute dut}g under those circumstances, to

ii’ce our military power in that region
;
and we sent a

to South Africa which would uncpiestionably have been

ent to defeat any power that the Dutch Burghers—the Boers

—

bring into the field against us. But the Boers asked us for an

Linodation. What is called the Jingo party in this country was
jly scandalized, because we listened to that application. AVe

got our forces there, ready to chastise them. We might

shed their blood
;
we might have laid prostrate on the field

•eds, possibly thousands, of that small communitjg and then

lould have vindicated the reputation of this country, accord

-

0 the creed of that particular party. Having undoubted
:• in our hands, we thought—and I believe that you thought

—

the time to be merciful is when you are strong. We were

g ;
we could afford to be merciful. AA^e entered into arrange-

1 with the Transvaal, and the TransAaal at this moment,

i every point, but in the main ami for practical purposes, has

3red its independence. You will see in the Tory organs

—

1 it in the last of them that I consulted, the Qaarterhj lieview

t we threw away the Transvaal. AAYll, gentlemen, if you

that you had a snake in your hands that was going to inflict a

lous bite upon you, you would very likely throw it away
;
and

ise of the Transvaal might have been worse than that. W^hy
e give up the Transvaal 'l We gave it up on considerations of

ir, and on considerations of policy. AVhat was the consideration

jnour ? It was this—that, when the scheme for taking

is first mooted, Lord Carnarvon, who was Secretary of

(I think it was Lord Carnarvon, but if not, it was his

;sor, Sir Michael Hicks Beach) declared in the name of this
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country that we only intended to take the Transvaal if it neic

aereeahle to the sense of the population — meaning the w.nto

poindation. AAdiat happened'? There were 8000 white settlers m
tlie Transvaal—that was the computed number of adult heads_ of

families, the gross number being, I tliink, almut 40,000. ut

of these 8u00^ about 1000 were English and miscellaneous, ami

about 7000 were Dutchmen—men of strong and masculine fibre,

reared in that school of Calvinism which, whatever else may be

said of it, made your ancestors a very strong and determines race.

And these 7000 men subscribed 7000 signatures to a petition

iirotesting against their annexation to this country. 1 ask you

whether it was ]jossil)le,—in honour possible,—without the grossi>st

and most shameless breach of faith, to persist in holding them wlicm

Ave had pledged ourselves beforehand that they should not be

annexed except with their own goodivill 1 After stating to you

such a case of honour as that, 1 am ashamed almost to refer to

the subject of policy. But I will say one word upon that, and

it is this—the people of the Transvaal, few in number were iii

close and strong sympathy ivitli their brethren in race, language,

and religion Throughout South Africa these men ivho are called

Africanefers, partly British subjects and partly noL were as one

man associated in feeling ivitli the people of the Transvaal ;
and,

had you persisted in that dishonourable attempt, against all your

own interests, to coerce the Transvaal as you attempted to

Afghanistan, you would have had the whole mass of the Dutch

iiopiilatioii at the Cape and throughout South Africa rising in

arms against you. So much for the Transvaal, and I am nor

aware that there is to be said anything which could possilfiy form

a deduction, a serious deduction, from the propositions I have now

laid down.

Egypt.

I pass now to the question of Egypt, and I think there is an

inquiry that you have a right to put to me— ‘ AATiat took you to

EgvpU ’ You have a right to ask that. I am disposed to admit that

almost everybody has a right to question and to find fault with

our doings in Egypt, except the men who do question them, ihe

men who do question them are the late Tory Government and

their adherents, and they are the men whose acts and whose covenants

compelled us to do the things ive have done. I assert we have a right

to their support and to their assistance in every form. Instead of

that, from week to week, almost day to day, they have endeavoureil,

wherever they saw an opening in any doubtful or difficult circumstance,

to make what is called political capital out of the case of Egj pk

as I have said, you have a right to ask me, ‘ AVhat took you to Egypt?

AVell, gentlemen, it is not very like my usual method of proceeding,
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nor very like the usual methods of proceeding with which my
colleagues are conversant; but my answer to you when you say to
me, ‘ What^ took you to Egypt V is, ‘ Honour took me to Egypt

—

pliglited faith took me to Egypt,’ I make no apology; I am now
speaking for myself. I am saying what acted on my own mind

; and
looking back upon it over the years that have elapsed, and with all
the inconvenient consequences that have ensued, I cannot escape from
that conclusion. We had no alternative choice except to commit
wha in our eyes, would have been a breach of faith. How did this
question stand? ^\hat was the beginning of our interference in
Egy )t ? It first arose as a Parliamentary question, without any
miscliievous intention on the part of the Beaconsfield Government

—

it aiose in 1876, and the opinion was then more or less hazarded
that we ought to take into our hands some control of Egyptian
finar ce. If you choose to refer to Hansard, you will find that
when I heard that doctrine uttered, I did not lose a moment
in p ’otesting against it, and in saying that, if they once began by
Gov( rnment authority to touch Egyptian finance, probably the time
would not be long before they would find themselves confronting the
ques don whether they were to assume dominion over Egypt. That
was :n 1876.^ Lord Derby, now Secretary of State for the Colonies,
was then Foreign Minister, and nothing of this kind was done
as hng as Lord Derby continued Foreign Minister. But when
Lord Salisbury came into his place, the meddlesome disposition
bega 1 to undergo a portentous development. Let me try to be fair.

I do not launch at these Egyptian proceedings of Lord Salisbury the
same kind of censure as at the guilty proceedings in Afghanistan. I
belie ^e they were well meant. I condemn them entirely in point of
judgment and discretion, but I believe they were not ill meant. I do

were schemes of ambition, but I believe it was a mis-
takei view to suppose that they could do more good, by going into
Egypt in conjunction with France, in improving its administration, than
could be done in any other way. I treat it simply as an error of judg-
ment but it was a most unfortunate error of judgment. The Khedive
of Eg pjit, the existing Khedive, was put down, another Khedive was put
in his place by us and by France. France subsequently, in the exercise
of he • undoubted right to judge of her duties, withdrew, and left us to
confr mt the sole execution of these engagements. But we set up the
new Khedive, and by setting him up we became morally bound to sup-
l)ort him; and not only so, but we entered into an actual covenant with
the I 'ench to support him—to support the native government of Egypt.
The consequence was, having in our hands the effectual control of
the government, and having on the throne a sovereign whom we
had

j ut there, and who had not violated any of his duties, we were
bount to sustain him. That is the history of the embarrassments
into V hich 'we have been brought in that country. The considerations
by wl ich we have been guided in regulating Egyptian affairs have
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been these : We have endeavoured to keep faith with the sovereign of

the country. We have endeavoured to maintain the honour of the

British arms. We have respected the sovereignty of the Porte, and
the title of the European Powers to be consulted in all matters terri-

torially affecting the Turkish Empire. We have discouraged the

spirit of aggression as well as we could. We have contracted no
embarrassing engagement—I won’t go back now upon the engage-

ment partially made with France, because it ceases to exist, and it

would unnecessarily expend your time. We have endeavoured to

regulate Egyptian finance upon the principle of a fair distribution of

effort and sacrifice among all parties. And I greatly lament, gentle-

men, the total failure of the late Conference of the Powers of Europe
to solve the problem of Egyptian finance, because an assemblage of the

European Powers is the great organ of civilized authority on behalf of

the peace and happiness of Europe
;
and a gross failure such as this in

the execution of a duty which, in our judgment at least, and in the

judgment of two Powers amongst them, was perfectly practicable, is a

very considerable blow to their authority.

EGYPT’S FUTURE.

Gentlemen, one point more. It is the best point. Perhaps I

might say it is the only good point in the Egyptian case. Great
improvements have been introduced into the administration of

Egypt. You ask me how I know that ? I know it by the impartial

and intelligent reports of British agents on the spot— by the

reports of Sir Evelyn Baring, who was lately there (and there is no
abler man in the foreign service of the country), and by the report of

Mr. Egerton, who is there now. Mr. Egerton says, in summing up
a representation he has made :

‘ A revolution no less real in its way
than many famous revolutionary changes has, I believe, resulted from
the English occupation. A certain germ of independence is being

developed among the peasantry.’ I will not enter into details. But I

do not hesitate to say that 'these changes, in the existence of which
I believe—changes which, though called revolutionary, are peaceful,

noiseless changes—and the happiness they may bring in their train

to the six millions of the people of Egypt, are some compensation for

all the care and anxiety of this Government and this people, and
will, I hope, leave behind us, wlien we quit Egypt, traces that are

honourable to the British name.

GENERAL GORDON.

For the honour of the British name, we are now engaged in con-

sidering the best means we can adopt in order to fulfil our obligations

*
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to tlie gallant General Gordon. We do not know, from t’ne niiliappy

inter 3epting of communication, what liis present condition, occupations,

and views may he, or, therefore, precisely what those obligations

are
;
but we are putting ourselves in a condition to fulfil them,

whatever they may be; and in so doing I believe we are acting

upon what would bo the general and reasonalde wish of the people
of tl is country, which will never allow its agents,—while they are

hono -irably endeavouring to give effect to its policy, to be abandoned.
I do not know what may be happening to General Gordon, but wliat

I rat ler exi)cct is this—'should the mission of General Gordon fail, I

thinl: you will see that the whole Tory party will then discover that

they disai)})roved of it from the first, but that they were too })atriotic

to sjy so; but should the mission of Generiil Gordon succeed in

effecling a peaceful evacuation of the Soudan, and warding off the

flood of war from Egypt, then, I think, it is not unlikely that the

Tory party will say : ‘Oh, we always approved of this mission. We.
saw 1 hat it was a grand stroke of policy, but we were too modest
to claim any share of the credit.’ Gentlemen, I cannot enter
furth :jr upon the future of Egypt at a moment when Lord Wolseley,
—wl o knows the vie^vs of the Government, and better than any other
man is qualified to give effect to them—goes to undertake the care

of th e measures that are in progress with respect to the Soudan

;

and vhen Lord Northbrook carries his expcnienced and impartial

eye, v^ell versed as he is in Eastern affairs, to consider what, after the
finan dal breakdown that has occurred, is the course that we ought to

l)urs\ e in regard to Egypt in general.

HR. GIBSON’S CRITICISMS ON THE EGYPTIAN
QUESTION.

Bn 1 1 have a word to say in regard to our friends of the Tory
part}. There is a personage in Parliament who may be known
to you by name—Mr. Gibson, an Irish Tory member, a gentleman
of vnry considerable ability, and who always speaks upon Irish

quest ions in such a manner that, whether you agree with him or not,

you ire sure to hear the case stated in the best way. But it is 1

a rafher odd circumstance that this gentleman never addresses a

publi c meeting in his own country. Ireland has exported him as a

l)oliti 0al agitator, and he turns up every week or every month at

some town in England, or marvellous to say, sometimes at a i

point in Scotland. Now, I do think it is a ludicrous state of
^

things when it has become necessary that an agitator should be
exported from Ireland in the shape of an Irish Tory, to instruct the i

people of Scotland how to demean themselves in the conduct of

publi ; affairs. However, Mr. Gibson has been active, and what he
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says is this—that is the reason I have quoted him—he says that

our policy in Egypt has been so bad that the whole country is

against us. Upon that question I will o'nly tell you this. The task

we have had to perform in Egypt has been a well-nigh impossible

task. We have been compelled constantly to take decisions without

that full and adequate knowledge which alone can form a satisfactory

basis for political action. We have not known as much as we
desired to know of all Egyptian affairs

;
while the public, out-of-

doors, naturally have known still less
;
and our opponents, who

profess to know everything, have known nothing at all. However,

I take this saying of I\Ir. Gibson that there can be no doubt what-

ever that the sense of Parliament and the country is against us

on the Egyptian question, and that he will not allow us to shirk the

judgment of Parliament upon that question and upon our foreign

policy.

AN OFFER OF CONCILIATION TO THE TORIES.

Well, this opens to me a door of reconciliation and of adjustment

that I think will be perfectly satisfactory. Let the House of Lords

pass the Franchise Bill, and I will pledge myself by an engagement

which I take here, and which, be it observed, is not confidential,

that, directly after the House of Lords has passed the Franchise Bill,

the fullest opportunity which the Government can give shall be

given to the House of Commons to pass judgment on the Egyptian

policy. If, as Mr. Gibson says—and it is not for me to contradict

so great an authority—Parliament is opposed to us, and disapproves

of our policy, well then, by a process perfectly well understood, we
shall disappear from the scene

;
the Tories will come in and will rectify

the Egyptian policy, and will settle the question of redistribution

just as they please. Now, I think it must be admitted that this is

a fair offer, and as far as I am concerned it will be perfectly

satisfactory to me that it should be accepted.

OBSTRUCTION IN THE HOUSE OF COMMONS.

There is one other subject upon which I ought to say some

words to you. That is the great question of obstruction in Par-

liament. Now, obstruction originated in the conduct of the Irish

members
;
but the Irish members have some title to consideration

and respect, because they obstruct for what they think to be national

and patriotic purposes. I do not excuse them, and I feel the anno}^-

ance of the course they have pursued
;
but it is only fair to allow

that. We have now, however, come into a situation that absolutely
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denial fls your attention. It is not mere obstruction. Some causes
ot til ! present embarrassment are causes of legitimate operation.
There is an enormous increase in the business of the Empire, and the
whole of that increase flows into the House of Commons. We have
got tv o Legislative Chambers

;
but I am sorry to say we do not find

it practicable to devolve any portion, any serious portion, of that
enorn: ous mass of business upon the hereditary branch of the Legisla-
ture. Nor is that their fault

;
it is the necessary state of things.

The 'epresentative assembly must attract the business of the
count] y. As our system of representation becomes more thoroughly
popular, constituencies expect more from theii' members in the way
of spe iking, and there is a great addition—which I cannot complain
of ill the bulk and number of speeches made on that account.
But t lat is not all. This may be called a legitimate cause. But
there is a very illegitimate cause

;
and that is, that the deference,

I may say the reverence, with which fifty years ago every man
enterel that great assembly—the noblest deliberative assembly in the
w'orld- —and the preparation of his mind to defer to the wish of that
assem )ly as to the mode, time, and degree of his laying his opinions
before it—-these have undergone a woeful change. And I am bound
to add this, that of that change a very small proportion is to be
seen upon the Liberal benches. The great bulk of it—by far
the gr catest portion of it—is found among those to whom we had
the b( st right to look to maintain ever}'" sound ancient tradition
and t le autiiority ot the House of Commons over its own unruly
memb irs.

me in those few figures 1—they will not
take^ -ong. There are 1300 hours available in the session of
Parlia nent for the transaction of public business. That is not an
incons derable allowance. It means over IGO sittings of eight hours
apiece and if any gentleman has gone through that jirocess, he will
know t is no trifling matter. There are G50 members

;
twice G50

are 13)0. Therefore, you see that two hours is the average time
which every member, if the time were equally divided, W’ould, in a
certaii sense, be entitled to speak. Now, there are two Tories—I am
s[)eaki;ig from an article which has just been published in a monthly
review, and I rather think that the statement is perfectly accurate

—

there ire tw'o Tories whom I may almost call babies in long clothes—that is to say, they never sat in any Parliament before, and in this
sessioi of Parliament their infantile efforts have been developed
betw'eon the two in 519 speeches. You will ask me hoiv long the
speeches have been. That I have not ascertained by a precise
measu’ementj but I think to allow five minutes on an average,
taking long and short together, is not unfair. In that way
these :wo young members—Parliamentary novices and youngsters—have required forty-three hours of the public time. As these
are y( iing members, it is only fair to say, that the average of the
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other members have a right to quite as much time as they have.

That is not an unfair claim to make on the part of the other members.
Supposing, then, that the other members, upon the average—I don’t

mean to say equally,—some, I am sorry to say, are great offenders,

and among them none more than the humble individual addressing

you, but perhaps with some excuse,—supposing all the other members
upon the average were to claim to be heard on the same scale as these

two Parliamentary youngsters, I tell you wdiat the consequence would
be—the session would require to be one of 13,975 hours, or one year

seven months and seven days, sitting tw^enty-four hours every day,

and Sundays included.

Nowq gentlemen, I have told you the truth, that it is the Tory
members who are the main and princqDal ofifenders in this matter.

And what is worse than their being the main and principal offenders

in taking time is this—that, wdien we have endeavoured to propose
plans for amending the rules of the House of Commons, and by
really very mild measures—too mild for the case—to bring about
some improvement, these measures of ours have been met with a

determined and persistent opposition. In the autumn of 1882,
when we made our proposals—I do not recollect the exact number,
but I rather think w'e had to spend in the discussion of these very
mild proposals some thirty-four sittings of the House.

i

OBSTRUCTIVES IN THE COMMONS.

The result of all this is that the minority is master of the

House—not for every jDurpose—not that the minority can do
anything or effect any substantive result—but that, whenever the

Government lias in hand complex legislation, it is in the powder of

the minority to obstruct and defeat it. But the constitution of

this country requires that the majority should prevail
;
and a direct

blow is struck at the vital essence of your Constitution by a state

of thingsjin the House of Commons, in which the majority becomes
impotent to give effect to its reasonable ivill, and when sheer obstacle

and obstruction are sure in every complicated matter to win the

day. This terrible evil that I have described will have to be cured
by very great changes in the rules of procedure. I do not believe

in those changes which are compulsory, but I believe that very
large changes in the organization of the House must be made if

you wish your business to be done. Let me recall to your mind
that the very subject which occupies at the present moment the

highest place in all our minds—namely, the subject of the Franchise
Bill—is the subject which, perhaps, best illustrates our difficulty in

regard to obstruction. We introduced a Bill, which contained,

I think I may say, but three propositions—one extending the

franchise, which the Tories say they are quite willing to do
;
one
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providing what is called tlie Service Fi’anchise, and that, as you
knov', is a proposal strongly favourable to their views; and one
extinguishing, or dealing a very heavy and, I hope, deadly blow to
fagg )t-voting. (3u that IJill with these ])ropositions, important,
but short, simple, and detached from all inconvenient detail,
they compelled us to si^end five - and - twenty nights. It is

impc ssible your business can be done if such licence is to prevail,
and 1 tell you fairly that there is no political question, be it what it

may. which is more important to your interests than a thorough
and i radical change in the procedure of the House of Commons.

A REFORM OF PROCEDURE.

\nii have heard much of late about organic reform in the
Houi e of Lords. That question I do not propose to discuss; but
this [ will say—that there is no organic reform that the wit of man
couh . devise in the House of Lords which v^ould do half as much
for t le progress of liberty, for the maintenance of the credit of Par-
liament, and for the general welfare of the country, viewed even from
the 11 Itra-Liberal point of view—there is no such reform that would be
near y so important as a sound, judicious, and sufficient change in the
rules of the House of Commons so as to enable it to do its business.
It is, gentlemen, the unbinding of the arms of the House; it is

strengthening its feeble knees, and giving nimbleness and movement
to iti feet. It is a fundamental and essential change, not in its com-

2)osit ion, not in its disposition, but in its caj)acity to perform your
worl

;
and there is nothing I have more at heart than to bring home

this (lonviction to the mind and the intelligence of every one whom I
address.

AN APPEAL TO TEE LORDS.

Now, gentlemen, I have sj^oken of an organic reform of the House
of Lords. I am not going into the question of the Franchise beyond
sayirg two or three sentences in conclusion, and endeavouring,
with mildness, and with really a goodwill, to beseech and entreat
that body to consider the course which has been attempted and
whic 1 it has been invited to j)ursue. One of its great misfortunes is

this- -it is led at this moment by a man of brilliant jDOwers, Lord
Salis 3ury, a man of whom justice and conviction lead me to say that
I bel eve he serves what he thinks to be the interests of his country,
and s certainly not guided by motives of jxsrsonal ambition. But
his cjiinions are of a much higher Tory colour than the average
opini 3n of the Chamber which he leads. This has been a serious mis-
fortuie to that Chamber on several occasions. The Iri.sh Land Act
was ( me of them. The House of Lords checked him. and took a mild
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and moderate course when he recommended an extreme one. W e must

ho2)e it will do the same again. Wliy should not the House of Lords

be content with the great 2
>ower it exercises, and that it exercises

without serious com
2
)laint, of hamj^ering the action of the Liberal

Government and of curtailing its measures 'I Why will it insist

on going into a direct conflict with the House of Commons and the

country? In 1860 it did so on the Paj)er Bill, and the consequence

was that in 1861 the House of Commons adopted a measure of self-

defence, which has entirely excluded the House of Lords from all

consideration of British finance. In 1831, under the influence of a

star yet more malignant, the House of Lords endeavoured to stop

the Beform Bill of that day. What hajij^ened ? Biots and confla-

grations in the country,—the Bill again j^resented in the course of a

few mouths, and a surrender which cannot be termed less than

ignominious. A second time, not directly as in the first instance,

but indirectly,—which is the fashion now j^referred—they gave a

vote which did not throw out the Bill, but which the Government

of Lord Grey rightly treated as destructive of the Bill. What was

the consequence ? The consequence was, that the House of Lords

had to submit under under fear of the creation of a vast

number of peers for the jDurpose of converting a minority into a

majority, and to j^ass the Bill which it detested. Are not these

sufficient warnings ? How many warnings are necessary before the

voice of jH’udence can be heard ? There was a saying of the old

Bourbon family, that it was well known of them that they learned

nothing and forgot nothing. But there is a predicament one degree

more pitiable than that; and it is to learn nothing and forget

everything. Let us hojje, gentlemen, that without comjDulsion, with-

out fear, without strain upon the Constitution, the monitions of the

past may suffice, and that that great assembly, calling back to life

the glorious traditions of its remoter past, may take the course which

will best tend to jdace it in close harmony with the convictions of

the nation, and to 2>rolong its own existence lor an honourable share

through ages yet to come, in the direction of the fortunes of this

mighty Emi)ire.

The riijht hon. gentleman resumed his seat amid enthusiastic

cheering, having s2)oken for an hour and filty minutes.
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rd Reay, avIio was received ivith cheers, said—Gentlemen, it is

at honour, and it is a pleasant duty, to welcome, in the name of
.'orking classes of Edinburgh, a great fellow-worker—to welcome
tatesman whose chief aim has been to lighten the burden of the
ing classes, and to secure to them the fruits of their toil to
>me the statesman who has raised the financial credit of England
point unknown in the history of this or any other country
financial credit is the thermometer of national strength to
)me a statesman who has never taken a leap in the dark. And
anly people who take leaps in the dark who are curious. It is

ipponents who are anxious to know ivliat there is in this redis-
tion scheme

;
because people Avho take leaps in the dark want to

^ Avhere they Avill be landed next. But Ave knoAv Avhy they want
simultaneous introduction of the franchise and redistribution,
ise Ave knoAv that some of our children, Avhen they ask for play-
js, it is that the smash of those playthings may be greater after,

gentlemen, AA'e aie not curious, because Ave do not take leaps in
Lark. We Avalk in the light, and Ave knoAv Avhere Ave are going,
ire confident in the right lion, gentleman and the Government he

,
because we knoAv Avhat to expect. AYe knoAv that he AA’ill give

ttension of the franchise first, afterwards redistribution
;
aiid a

tribution Avhich Avill increase the contingent of Scottish members
d not say to you Scottish liberal members—because he will give
a Scottish Secretary, Avho Avill administer the affairs of Scotland
ding to Scottish feelings, Avho will give to us a draAvdng closer of

J
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the ties Avith the colonies, in Avhich so many of our friends and our

relatives dAvelh But I shall not dwell on the list of things which

tJie right hon. gentleman is prepared to gB^e to us. I shall only

say this, that Ave are prepared to supimrt him Avhen he Avill grapple

Avith that legislative deadlock Avhich is caused by obstruction, and

that he Avill restore to the House of Commons its ancient efficiency,

Avhich has been lost for the time being. And, gentlemen, it you

ask Avhat prescription is required tor the House of Lords, Avhich

occasionally has attacks of neuralgia, Ave know Avdio Avdll prescribe a

tonic for its nervous system, and that is our friend on the platform

—

Lord Rosebery—Avho Avould have occupied this chair, but Avho^ does

not AA'ant to giA'e any encouragement to those Avho say that he is the

‘Patron of Midlothian,’ and because he knoAvs too Avell that the

Liberal electors of Midlothian haAm no other patron than their oavii

principles. But if he declines to be called the patron of Midlothian,

Ave will tell him that he is the Senator for Scotland, and that in the

House of Lords he is the best representative of Scottish AA^ants.

AVell, imAAq gentlemen, before I sit doAvn, only let me ask this question.

Our opponents say and arrogate to themselves that they are the

defenders of the British Constitution. ISoav, they are defending it

against an imaginary foe. Are Ave here to-night as a band of con-

spirators against the British Constitution % A\ r are here to strengthen

that Constitution. AVe are here to giAm to the House of Commons

a firm basis in a AA'ider representation of the people, and aao Avill also,

if it is necessary, strengthen the House of Lords so as to make it

broader than it is uoaa^ the representative of the greatness and unity

of this Empire. Gentlemen, Ave are not going to listen to an enemy

of the British Constitution. AVe are going to listen to the best friend

the British Constitution ever had. AYe are going to listen, and this

is my last Avord, to the statesman Avhose illustrious career represents

in the highest degree loyal service to our beloved Queen, high regard

for the British Constitution, for its principles, nay, for its spirit,

love of' progress, Avithout Avhich this nation cannot hold its oaati

among the nations of the AA'orld
)
that trust in his race, AAhich^ is

the result of his knowledge, that he is the marvellous representative

of a race Avhich has and combines the indomitable energy of youth

Avith the mature Avisdom of centuries.

, Presentation of an Address.

Mr. Cornelius Y^orston, secretary of the Arrangements Com-

mittee, Avas then proceeding to read the folloAAing address, but aftei

a fcAV sentences had been uttered, he Avas interrupted by cries of

‘ Print it,’ and, yielding to the feeling of the meeting, he handed

the address to
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M Thom, who, after folding it in a morocco case, placed it on

the 1 able before Mr. Gladstone :

—

‘ To the Pdght Hon. JFilliam Ewart Gladstone^ M.P.

‘ I [onoured Sir,—In the name of tlie working men of Edinburgh,
Leith, and district, we desire to join with oiir fellow-citizens in again
welc )ming you to our ancient city.

‘ ( In a former occasion we expressed a wish that, in obedience to

the ( .esire of the people, you might see your way to again accept the
forei lost position in the Government of the nation. Since then the
conn e of events afforded you a triumphant opportunity of responding
to tl lat desire

j
and we have now the honour and the pleasure of

welc'Hning you, not only as the distinguished member for Midlothian,
the t rusted leader of the Liberal party, but as the Prime Minister of

the United Kingdom of Great Britain and Ireland.
‘ 1 1 that capacity we have to congratulate you on the measure of

succ( ss which has attended the sincere efforts of your Government to

pron ote the happiness and prosperity of the people, notwithstanding
the meshes of debt and difficulty which were bequeathed by the
partj who immediately preceded you in power. Especially do we
cong ’atulate you on the generous legislation you have been enabled
to carry through for the benefit of Ireland, and for the determination
recer tly avowed that in all questions affecting the rights and liberties

of tl e three kingdoms, the principles of justice and equality should
invai iably prevail.

‘ S ir, vre cannot forget that you are face to face with a great
politcal crisis, in which the misguided power of an ancient but
irres] )onsible section of the Constitution would prevent you from
conferring the rights of citizenship on two millions of our fellow-

coun Tymen. Need we assure you that in this struggle our declared
and i ftested sympathies are decidedly with you, and that along with
othei sections of the community, we are prepared to insist that any
Chamber, however ancient, or any power, however potent, which
deliberately sets itself against the will of the nation, has mistaken its

funct ion, for the people must prevail.

‘ I he delay of this and other important measures, which has been
brouj ;ht about mainly by the mistaken tactics of unscrupulous men,
there is cause for regret

]
but we have confidence in the sincerity of

your Government seeking to give early and satisfactory effect to the
requirements of the country, and that the Scottish nation wdll not
look in vain for a measure promising to give a real and liberal

exter sion of local and representative control over the administration

of Sc )ttish affairs.

‘ e deeply regret the troubles in Egypt are not yet approaching
the h ippy solution which all would desire, but we have hope that, by
the

\
ursuance of a just policy founded upon a due respect for the

»

’•i
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liberties of the people, a more prosperous condition may yet be in

store for our heavily-burdened brethren in the East.

‘ In conclusion, we earnestly hope that you may in every way be

invigorated by your brief sojourn in the north
;
and when you return

to renew your long and arduous labours for the good of your country,

we wish you God-speed in every sphere of toil, and seek to assure

you that in the permanent gratitude of your countrpnen you will

ever reap a legitimate reward.’

SPEECH BY MR. GLADSTONE.

]\Ir. Gladstone, on rising to address the meeting, was received

with cheers again and again renewed. When silence had been

restored, he said—My Lord Reay and Gentlemen,—In the crisis at

which we have arrived, what we, the Ministers of the Crown, desire

is to hear the voice of the nation. I thank you for enabling me to

meet this vast assemblage, which, vast as it is, I chiefly rejoice in

because its gathering together is perfectly spontaneous. It is not

under the command of any organization. It is not collected by the use

of the long purse of a wealthy party. It has not been assembled by

providing gratuitous tickets by railway for the purpose of bringing

together the population of many counties, or at least that portion

of the population which can be induced to come. These are not

the means, gentlemen, by which you have been brought together. It

has been by your own personal and conscientious impulse, and the

request made to me to receive your address has been prompted from

yourselves. I felt, gentlemen, that it was impossible, although you

had offered that I should receive your address in silence for me to

waive the opportunity of returning to you my grateful thanks for so

remarkable and extraordinary a manifestation. Gentlemen, you are

deeply interested—not less deeply interested than myself—in the

great question which is now before us, and to the speedy settlement

of which I trust you will materially contribute. I could not under-

take—for physical strength would not sufflee for it—to set forth

before you, as I have endeavoured before other audiences less vast,

the points of interest and importance that crowd upon the mind in

connection with the present juncture.

The Nature of the Franchise Bill.

But one or two things I will say to you briefly, and endeavour to leave

an impression on your minds. That we have approached the conflict

in which we are engaged in a spirit, I trust, of fairness, but in a spirit

of conciliation. We have made our Bill less perfect than we could

have desired in order that it might be simple, that it might be intelli-

gible, that it might afford no fair pretext to those who were disposed

to encumber its progress, and to prevent its arrival at the goal by
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raisiiig an infinite number of questions that are connected with the
representation of the people. Our Bill, gentlemen, is a Bill for the
enfranchisement of two million men, and it is a Bill for little else;
but \^e think that that brief description has made it worthy of your
accej, tance, and has secured for it a place that cannot be shaken in
your hearts and in your consciences. Gentlemen, I have nien-
tionel it as an act of conciliation on our part, one among many,
that ve have introduced together with the extension of the house-
hold franchise to the counties what is termed the service fran-
chise And I have said that inasmuch as the class concerned in the
servi( e franchise are, of all others, perhaps, in the closest relations
with the property and capital and rank of the country, that is a
sign^ of conciliation. But, gentlemen, I know well, and I know
parth ularly in Scotland, that those who will be enfranchised by
means of the enactment will give just and loyal and at the same
time Derfectly independent votes. Our efforts at conciliation, gentle-
men, have met with no return. The only return that they have
prodi ced has been the adoption of indirect and evasive modes of
oppoHtion, and the proposal of a condition for passing the Franchise
Bill, which condition we know, and which condition our opponents
know to be perfectly impracticable.

The Tory Cry for a Dissolution.

No v, gentlemen, there is one point on which they have dwelt
which I will briefly notice to you, because the declaration that they
make lias a sound of plausibility about it. They say, ‘ This Parliament
is too old

;
it does not come fresh enough from the minds of the

people. We wish it to go back to its constituents, and then we will

atteiK. to what it says.’ Gentlemen, it is a truly edifying spectacle
to he? r from the highest Tories in the land an argument for short Par-
liaments. Now, gentlemen, there is a great deal to be said for short
Parliaments, but this I will add, that if we are to have short Par-
liaments, we will have them by the law of the land, and not by the
dictat on of the majority in the House of Lords. The Parliament
was n Dt four years old when we introduced the Franchise Bill

;
and

it is, i ideed, a squeamish and scrupulous conscience which has led
these Tories to doubt whether a Parliament four years old is to be
trustei 1. But if they say it is too long a time since we were in con-
tact with the people, I want to know how long it is since they were
in con ;act with the people.

The Power to Dissolve Parliament.

Nov, gentlemen, your chairman has said that there is a cry about
the Constitution, that the Constitution is in danger. Well, I am not
sure, bat there is a state of facts, in which, if our opponents were
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strong enough for the purpose, the Constitution would be in some
danger, h'or, gentlemen, what is our Constitution with respect to

this great subject of the dissolution of Parliament 1 You knoAv it as

well as I do. The Parliament must, by law, terminate within a

certain number of years
;
but besides that, there is a power given to

the Crown, acting upon the advice of the Executive Government, to

dissolve the Parliament if occasion arise. A dissolution, gentlemen,

means a great deal. It means a heavy burden on the country. It

means a great loss of Parliamentary time, an interruption of legisla-

tion, a great amount of charge, and a great amount of labour to be

undertaken both by candidates and by constituencies. It is no

trifle that there should exist a power of imposing this burden upon
the people—a burden necessary to enable them to exercise their choice.

Well, gentlemen, how has the Constitution regulated this matter 1 It

has regulated it by placing the power of dissolution in the hands of those

who, if they wrongly advise the Crown to dissolve Parliament, will be

punished for that advice by the people, and when the new Parliament

is elected, will be sent about their business. Gentlemen, there is some-

thing rational in a system like that. A vast power, and even, possibly,

a dangerous power, is committed to Ministers, and when they exercise it

they know that they will be called to a strict and immediate account.

But what is the doctrine now set up % The doctrine now set up is this,

that besides the discretion of the Government to advise the Crown, and

besides the power of the Crown to dissolve Parliament, the House of

Lords shall be entitled to bring legislation to a deadlock. And then

to proclaim that, in order to induce them to move, the Parliament

must be dissolved. Well, gentlemen, that is at first sight to say that

the House of Lords shall have the power of doing that which, as you
know, the Ministers of the Crown can do, namely, advise a dissolu-

tion, and with the consent of the Crown have a dissolution. But
what is the cost to the House of Lords 1 The Ministers of the Crown,

if they wrongly advise a dissolution, are punished by dismissal. If

the House of Lords wrongly advise a dissolution, is it to be punished

by dissolution! No. The proposal is that the House of Lords shall

have the power of virtually advising and compelling a dissolution,

and that if they were wrong they shall remain exactly as they were

before, to play the same prank over again, and as often as they think

fit. Well, gentlemen, that is the Constitution of this country.

The Franchise a Good in itself apart from Redistribution.

I have only a few words more to say. It is said, gentlemen, that

we ought to join redistribution with the franchise. Now, I wish to

join issue very plainly with our opponents on that matter. What
they mean is this, that conferring the franchise is not conferring a

public advantage, but it is bringing into existence an inconvenient

power which can only be rendered tolerable by distributing, cutting,
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and carving it in a certain way. Gentlemen, in opposition to that

doct ’ine, I wish to proclaim on my own part, and on the part of my
colie igues, that in our view the franchise is a good conferred upon the

peojile, with distribution or without it. No doubt it is a greater

good if we can follow it up with redistribution—and make a more
just ind cc[uable division of political poAver. But Ave insist upon this,

that the franchise in itself, that the introduction of tAvo million of

intelligent felloAv-subjects to the exercise of political poAver, is a great

gooc conferred upon the nation. And Avhen our opponents call

out for redistribution, Avhat they really mean is this—that in their

vieAA the franchise is not a good, but is in the nature of an
evil and of an incoiiA^eiiience, which can only be rendered tolerable

and rendered manageable by joining it Avith particular methods of

arra igement. To repeat a simile Avhich I once ventured to use

aboi t it,—and I think it is a true one,—they seem to proceed as

if it was a question of the arrival of a great lot of Avild beasts at a

placi ! where they are to be exhibited
;
and the people Avho are to

take charge of them, when the caravans containing them arrive, A'^ery

naturally say that they Avill not be safe Avith these AA'ild beasts until

they are all and each of them lodged in their separate cages. There-

fore, gentlemen, Avlien these tAvo million voters arrive, as they are

noAv knocking at the door, the Tories refuse to let them in until they

hav( got all the cages ready, in Avhich they consider that this large

num ber of voters may be safely deposited.

The Voice of the Nation will prevail

G Bntlemen, you see hoAv Avide is the difference betAveen our

opp( nents and ourselves
;
but let me tell you that the decision of

this question does not rest Avith us. It rests with the nation. It is

the voice of the nation that Avill jArevail. We the Ministers of the

Crown have scrupled to assume a great activity in stirring up the

peoj le, because we consider that the expression of ojjinion Avhicli we
desi: -e and invite ought to be their act, and not ours. Consequently,

thor gh I have come here to address my friends and constituents in

Mid othian, neither I nor the Ministers in general have gone scam-

peri; ig about the country, first to this place and then to that, in order

to n ake a sort of shoAV of opposition to the House of Lords in this

important matter. No, gentlemen, Ave look tu you for your support,

for i full, free, natural expression of opinion and conviction. \Ye

invil e it Avith a good conscience, and Ave expect it AAuth a sanguine

expe ctation because never Avere you engaged in a more honourable,

never in a more politic, never in a more constitutional undertaking

than Avhen noAV you are about the business of endeavouring to pro-

cure that large extension of the Parliamentary constituency, which
Avill »ive to the illustrious throne of Her Majesty a yet broader basis,

and :o the laws and Constitution of the country a yet firmer founda-
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tion to meet the vicissitudes of ages to come, Avith a more and more

complete and affectionate tribute rendered to them from the heart

and from the intelligence of the people. Gentlemen, I thank you for

3"Our admirable address, and for the patience Avitli AA'hich this A'ast

assembly has been pleased to listen to me.

Confidence in the Government.

Mr. Neil M‘Leax, secretary of the Trades’ Council,
^

moved

—

‘ That this vast meeting desires to express its high appreciation of Mr.

Gladstone’s kindness in so cordially agreeing to meet Avitli the Avork-

ing men on the occasion of this visit to Midlothian, to aAA'ard him a

hearty vote of thanks for the eloquent and high-toned address Avhich

he has just delivered, to reneAv our expression of confidence in the

policy of Her Majesty’s Government, and specially in their determina-

tion to insist upon the passing of the Franchise Bilk’

Mr. George Mackay, a member of the Trades’ Council, amid

loud cries for Lord Rosel)ery, remarked that they as Scotclimen AA'ere

proud of Mr. Gladstone, and seconded the resolution, AA^hich, on being

})ut to the meeting, Avas carried amid cheers.

After a feAv Avords from Lord Posebery, Mr. PjROADIIURRT, M.P.,

and ]\Ir. Ferguson of Novar, M.P.

—

The Chairiman, in bringing the meeting to a close, said he had to

thank them for having made his task so extremely easy on that

occasion. He thanked them, in the first place, for the reception they

had given to the Prime Minister, to his (Lord Pteay’s) friend in the

House of Lords, and to his friend the youngest recruit of the Liberal

party in the House of Commons. Meetings like the one of that night

made the task of legislators a pleasant one—they impressed upon

them a deeper sense of the responsibility of their duties, if that Avere

necessary. For himself and his friends, he need not tell them that

Lord Eosebery had not said a Avord too much, and they Avere prepared

to march in the front or in the rear, exactly Avhere they (the people)

Avished to place them. But one thing they Avere not prepared tor Avas

not to march Avith them
;
but they asked the people to march

Avith them to neAV victories under this hero of past Auctories, and, as

they all hoped, the hero offuture victories—the Prime Minister. Lord

Eeay concluded by asking the A'^ast audience to remain in their places

until the departure of the Prime Minister and party.

The meeting thereafter broke up.
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